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Transit Emphasis Corridors

1. Summary
This memorandum analyzes sixteen transit emphasis corridors that were identified earlier in this
project through the joint efforts of Community Transit local jurisdictions and the consulting team.
These corridors are intended to be the focus of Community Transit’s future service expansion
efforts. These are intended to advance the system’s long-term vision for integrated
transportation planning that includes a balanced mix of investment in roadways, land use
decisions supportive of transit market development, and a long-term commitment to transit
service on key corridors.
It is important to understand the diverse nature of this network. Some corridors are already wellserved by transit with all-day bi-directional service every 15 minutes. Others have less frequent,
hourly service. Some have no bus service at all. Some corridors are served by Community
Transit while others are shared with Sound Transit or Everett Transit. While their current state
of development is varied, Community Transit focused on identifying transit emphasis corridors
that make sense from a long-term transit market development perspective. They connect
centers, provide network coverage throughout the urban growth area, and exhibit current or
future population and employment densities supportive of transit use.
Community Transit’s goals in identifying this network are three-fold:
z

To provide long-term guidance to Community Transit’s service investment policies;

z

To support the regional growth strategy described in VISION 2040; and,

z

To communicate Community Transit’s service investment strategy to land use and road
authorities so they might take steps to develop markets in these corridors.

This effort recognizes the strong linkage between land use and transit, paying special attention
to the role counties and cities play in transit market development. Local jurisdictions often have
more control over transit market development than any transit agency. By encouraging mixed
use high-densities, transit, pedestrian and bike-oriented development, appropriate parking fees
and transit-priority/HOV roadway improvements jurisdictions can build communities that foster
transit usage.
Community Transit believes that, by documenting its commitment to focus services on specific
future corridors where transit-oriented development is projected to occur, it can send a signal to
local jurisdictions. The plan will establish a motivation to further develop these corridors through
their land use plans, thus advancing the time when cost-effective high capacity transit services
can be implemented.
Transit emphasis corridors fall into three distinct groups:
1. I-5, I-405, and SR-522 are limited access freeways. These freeway corridors represent
critical transit links for long-haul commuter as well as inter-city express services. Attributes
important for transit and transit market development along these limited access corridors
include exclusive access, HOV lanes and ramps and connections to major growth centers.
2. US 2 and SR 9 are major highways but, in most segments, lack the limited access features
of the first group. Termed highway corridors, these two facilities represent major commute
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corridors but also facilitate travel in and around the local communities these corridors pass
through. Accordingly, both local and regional travel needs are often served by these
facilities.
3. The remaining eleven corridors are principal arterials and/or state routes with a mixture of
core commercial, high-density residential, suburban and rural development. Important
development attributes for these corridors include high-densities of housing, jobs, and
essential retail in proximity with one another, pedestrian scale and design, connection to
major growth centers and roadway features that facilitate transit service.

Corridor Assessment
This technical memorandum considers the readiness of the sixteen transit emphasis corridors
for the initiation of high capacity transit services. The sixteen corridors are displayed in Figure 1
– Transit Emphasis Corridors. Eleven factors, discussed later in this memorandum, were
employed for this evaluation. Those factors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rank in Total Density - 2005
Rank in Total Density - 2030
Total Productions per Mile Rank - 2005
Total Productions per Mile Rank - 2030
Fees for Parking
HOV or BAT Lanes
Collector System
Park & Ride Lots
Side- walks
Bike Access
Served by Transit

Transit Patronage Corridors were evaluated to identify the types of transit services they are
most likely to support within the next twenty years. The five freeway and highway corridors, or
commute corridors, are considered for a different type of services. The eleven arterial corridors
were evaluated for potential application of three service types – Swift Bus Rapid Transit,
Arterial, or Local service.
These service types are defined as follows:
•
•
•

Swift Bus Rapid Transit – Frequent service operating in a defined corridor that provides
transit priority treatments and upgraded passenger amenities.
Arterial Service – Frequent service that may not have the transit priority treatments or
passenger amenities included in Swift BRT.
Local Service – Less frequent service, generally operating about every thirty minutes.

Four arterial corridors were judged to be ready for Swift BRT within the next twenty years:
•
•
•
•

SR-99
SR-527
128th Street
164th Street/196th Street (west)
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Three more corridors will support arterial services:
•
•
•

196th Street (east)
North Broadway/State Ave
20th Street NE

Finally, four corridors were evaluated as not fully ready for high capacity transit, and will likely
only support local services in 2030:
•
•
•
•

SR-528
35th Avenue
228th Street SE
SR-531

The five commute corridors were evaluated individually and recommendations for each reflect
that corridor’s unique character. The next two sections summarize the methodology that was
employed to reach this evaluation.
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Figure 1 – Transit Emphasis Corridors
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2. Density and Trip Generation
This chapter provides an overview of population, employment, and trip generation projections
for each of the sixteen identified corridors that are illustrated in Figure 1 – Transit Emphasis
Corridors. Population and employment information was drawn from block-level estimates
calculated by the Puget Sound Regional Council for 2005 and 2030. Travel demand information
was derived from the regional travel demand forecast, also by PSRC.

Population and Employment Density
Current and projected 2030 population and employment densities along an area extending ½
mile on each side of the transit emphasis corridors were determined, as depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 – Population and Employment Along Transit Emphasis Corridors
2005
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Corridor Name
I‐5 (Freeway)
I‐405 (Freeway)
US 2 (Highway)
SR 9 (Highway)
SR 522 (Freeway)
SR‐99
North Broadway/State Ave
SR‐527
128th Street
164th Street/196th Street (west)
196th Street (east)
SR‐528
228th Street SE
35th Avenue
20th Street NE
SR‐531

Length
21.3
13.9
15.6
29.7
11.9
16.4
12.8
14.7
9.2
17.3
10.7
8.5
12.3
10.2
4.9
4.8

Population
73,577
34,252
19,389
28,932
10,884
77,266
27,779
50,062
36,765
53,140
24,039
18,261
39,713
30,705
9,234
6,014

Employment
39,072
16,856
12,605
6,741
4,976
39,675
17,507
21,354
10,257
20,539
12,667
4,214
12,035
10,621
7,697
3,281

2030
Population
114,207
58,383
30,487
53,463
13,883
107,516
43,569
71,753
54,243
78,988
40,207
31,651
52,567
47,895
15,681
9,340

Employment
66,603
29,061
23,171
13,766
8,454
67,531
31,273
33,519
20,003
36,884
20,239
6,678
16,812
15,702
15,247
6,396

Using these total population and employment estimates, corridor densities per acre were
calculated, as shown in Figure 3. For all corridors the area includes the full area adjacent to the
corridor, regardless of corridor configuration or surrounding landforms. Accordingly, tidal lands
along Corridor 7 (North Broadway/State Ave) and airport lands adjacent to several corridors
were included, even though they cannot be developed. The rationale is that these ‘empty miles’
have impact corridor effectiveness whether or not they are ever developed and are
appropriately included within the corridor’s catchment area.
More complex was the treatment of commuter corridors (Numbers 1 through 5) that operate on
controlled access highways. Obviously, they would not be picking up during these freeway
segments and only including the areas in the immediate vicinity of freeway interchanges was
considered as an alternative to including the corridor’s full length. Because commuter corridors
are assumed to draw from a broader area than just an interchange zone, this alternative
methodology would provide no more reasonable estimates of population than including the
entire corridor. Instead, population and employment densities for these five corridors were
given less weight during scoring.
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Figure 3 – Population and Employment Densities

6
8
9
10
11
13
1
14
2
7
15
12
3
16
5
4

Corridor Name
SR‐99
SR‐527
128th Street
164th Street/196th Street (west)
196th Street (east)
228th Street SE
I‐5 (Freeway)
35th Avenue
I‐405 (Freeway)
North Broadway/State Ave
20th Street NE
SR‐528
US‐2 (Highway)
SR‐531
SR‐522 (Freeway)
SR‐9 (Highway)

Type
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Freeway
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Arterial
Highway
Arterial
Freeway
Highway

Length
16.4
14.7
9.2
17.3
10.7
12.3
21.3
10.2
13.9
12.8
4.9
8.5
15.6
4.8
11.9
29.7

Population
Per Density
(per Acre)
7.38
5.59
5.24
4.79
4.11
4.70
3.92
4.18
3.70
3.19
2.61
3.15
1.84
1.52
1.39
1.48

2005
Employment
Per Density
(per acre)
3.79
2.38
1.46
1.85
2,17
1.42
2.08
1.45
1.82
2.01
2.18
0.73
1.20
0.83
0.64
0.35

Population
Per Density
(per Acre)
10
8.01
7.74
7.12
6.88
6.22
6.09
6.53
6.31
5.01
4.43
5.46
2.89
2.36
1.78
2.74

2030
Employment
Per Density
(per acre)
6.45
3.74
2.85
3.33
3.46
1.99
3.55
2.14
3.14
3.60
4.31
1.15
2.20
1.62
1.08
0.71

Population &
Employment
Per Acre
11.2
8.0
6.7
6.6
6.3
6.1
6.0
5.6
5.5
5.2
4.8
3.9
3.0
2.4
2.0
1.8

16.7
11.8
10.6
10.5
10.3
8.2
9.6
8.7
9.4
8.6
8.7
6.6
5.1
4.0
2.9
3.4

Drawing from the travel demand model that was discussed in Technical Memorandum #1,
Figure 4 summarizes the total number of productions along each of the corridors. Estimates for
the years 2005 and 2030 are provided. Total productions are the amount of trip making that the
model suggests takes place between zones (fully described in Technical Memorandum #1)
along the corridor. For example, trip making in Corridor 7, which extends from Smokey Point to
Marysville and Everett includes all trips traveling within and between these areas but does not
include trips going to other parts of the region, such as Downtown Seattle or Mill Creek.
Internal productions are the number of trips that stay within the production zone. An example is
the number of trips that originate in Marysville that stay in Marysville. External productions are
the number of trips traveling outside the zone. While corridor-based services will benefit both
types of trip making, the number of external productions is an important indicator of whether a
corridor’s basic orientation is appropriate.
Finally, the number of home-based work productions is identified. This is especially important
for commute corridors, which are specifically targeted towards the longer-distance commuter
markets.
It is important to understand these measures of trip making activity do not represent the trip
making activity of the population and employment identified in Figures’ 2 and 3. Rather this is
the trip making activity that exists between larger zones that are connected by the corridor.
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Figure 4 – Productions Assigned to Transit Emphasis Corridors
2005

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Corridor Name
I‐5 (Freeway)
I‐405 (Freeway)
US‐2 (Highway)
SR‐9 (Highway)
SR‐522 (Freeway)
SR‐99
North Broadway/State Ave
SR‐527
128th Street
164th Street/196th Street (west)
196th Street (east)
SR‐528
228th Street SE
35th Avenue
20th Street NE
SR‐531

Total
Corridor
Productions

Internal
Productions

400,633
272,751
142,359
148,134
73,963
281,836
141,203
288,014
182,176
51,200
254,314
113,481
159,606
163,273
67,605
48,775

154,715
140,537
107,366
86,807
38,726
161,028
99,911
161,577
124,350
158,553
153,468
78.838
111,783
94,154
51,242
42,539

2030

External
Productions

Home
Based Work
Productions

Total
Corridor
Productions

Internal
Productions

External
Productions

Home
Based Work
Productions

245,918
132,214
34,993
61,327
35,327
120,808
41,292
126,437
57,826
92,646
100,846
34,643
47,823
69,119
16,363
6,236

58,351
44,468
10,917
16,939
10,766
27,335
12,593
36,555
21,589
15,806
19,397
5,891
11,535
12,803
4,488
3,712

614,940
481,673
218,943
275.553
112,178
447,762
225,846
470,214
307,582
394,738
409,863
187,184
262,820
268.879
123,981
89,639

264,401
166,163
166,269
165,343
56,691
266,669
157,013
279,502
216,748
254,147
257,893
126,767
189,986
160,132
94,332
78,355

350,539
215,537
52,674
110,210
55,487
181,093
68,833
190,712
90,834
140,591
151,970
60,417
72,834
108,747
29,649
11,284

87,402
71,614
17,473
29,688
15,801
42,632
20,783
56,109
35,079
30,554
31,656
9,956
17,671
20,901
8,028
6,892

Figure 5 summarizes corridor productions per mile, dividing the number of productions identified
in the previous chart by each corridor’s length. For the sake of comparison, they have been
sorted according to the number of total corridor productions per mile of corridor that were
achieved in 2005. Corridor 11, the east half of the 196th Street corridor, had the most
productions while Corridor 4, State Route 9, had the fewest.
Figure 5 – Productions per Mile
2005

11
9
2
8
1
6
14
10
15
12
13
7
16
3
5
4

Corridor Name
196 Street (east)
th
128 Street
I‐405 (Freeway)
SR‐527
I‐5 (Freeway)
SR‐99
th
35 Avenue
th
th
164 Street/196 Street (west)
th
20 Street NE
SR‐528
th
228 Street SE
North Broadway/State Ave
SR‐531
US‐2 (Highway)
SR‐522 (Freeway)
SR‐9 (Highway)
th

Length

Total
Corridor
Productions

Internal
Productions

10.7
9.2
13.9
14.7

23,768
19,802
19,622
19,593

21.3
16.4
10.2
17.3

2030

External
Productions

Home
Based Work
Productions

Total
Corridor
Productions

Internal
Productions

External
Productions

14,343
13,516
10,111
10,992

9,425
6,285
9,512
8,601

1,813
2,347
3,199
2,487

38,305
33,433
34,653
31,987

24,102
23,560
19,146
19,014

14,203
9,873
15,506
12,974

18,809
17,185
16,007
14,520

7,264
9,819
9,231
9,165

11,545
7,366
6,776
5,355

2,739
1,667
1,255
914

28,870
27,303
26,361
22,817

12,413
16,260
15,699
14,691

16,457
11,042
10,661
8,127

4.9
8.5
12.3
12.8

13,797
13,351
12,976
11,031

10,458
9,275
9,088
7,806

3,339
4,076
3,888
3,226

916
693
938
984

25,302
22,022
21,367
17,644

19,251
14,914
15,446
12,267

6,051
7,108
5,921
5,378

4.8
15.6
11.9
29.7

10,161
9,126
6,215
4,988

8,862
6,882
3,254
2,923

1,299
2,243
2,961
2,065

773
700
905
570

18,675
14,035
9,427
9,278

16,324
10,658
4,764
5,567

2,351
3,377
4,663
3,711
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Figure 6 compares and contrasts the density and productions achieved by each corridor, both in
2005 and 2030. Corridors were sorted according to density and trip generation. Their relative
rankings for both 2005 and 2030 were then added to provide an overall ranking. Using this
methodology, Interstate 5 and Interstate 405 show the most transit potential among commute
corridors while the SR-99, SR-527, and 128th Street corridors show the most potential among
the arterial corridors.
Figure 6 - Corridor Density Ranking
Rank in Total Density

Corridor Name

1 I‐5 (Freeway)
2 I‐405 (Freeway)
3 US 2 (Highway)
4 SR 9 (Highway)
5 SR 522 (Freeway)
6 SR‐99
7 North Broadway/State Ave
8 SR‐527
10 164th Street/196th Street (west)
9 128th Street
12 SR‐528
11 196th Street (east)
15 20th Street NE
14 35th Avenue
13 228th Street SE
16 SR‐531

Total Productions per

2005

2030

2005

2030

Sum of
Scores
(Lower is
More
Dense)

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

2
1
4
3
5

2
1
4
3
5

6
6
14
14
20

1
2
3
5
4
7
9
6
10
8
11

1
2
3
5
4
7
6
9
10
8
11

4
3
2
1
6
5
7
9
8
10
11

4
3
2
1
7
5
6
9
8
11
10

10
10
10
12
21
24
28
33
36
37
43

The next chapter combines these factors together with other design criteria to achieve an
estimate of overall transit potential for each corridor.

Transit Patronage Along Corridors
Arterial Corridors: Most, but not all of the transit emphasis corridors already receive some
level of transit service. Most notably, Corridor 6 (SR-99), Corridor 7 (North Broadway/Smokey
Point Blvd.), Corridor 12 (Marysville to Lake Stevens), and Corridor 15 (20th Street SE) are
served for virtually their entire length. Only Corridor 14 (35th Avenue) has no Community Transit
routes operating along any part, however, this corridor is intersected by existing routes at
several locations.
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Figure 7 summarizes existing ridership along the transit emphasis corridors. Lacking
comprehensive stop level data, this summary was developed from overall ridership levels
experienced by routes that operate along each corridor, adjusted to reflect staff members’
extensive knowledge of where ridership occurs. Corridors were assigned a score of high,
medium, or low based upon this knowledge of current patronage. Corridors that lack significant
transit service were noted.
Figure 7 – Current Productivity of Arterial Corridors
Corridor
Extent of Service
Productivity
6
SR‐99
High
7
North Broadway/State Ave
High
8
SR‐527
Moderate
9
128th Street
None
10
164th Street/196th Street (west) Moderate
11
196th Street (east)
None
12
SR‐528
Low
13
228th Street SE
Low
14
35th Avenue
None
15
20th Street NE
Moderate
16
SR‐531
Low
The performance guidelines outlined in Technical Memorandum #2 (Performance Guidelines)
suggest that individual routes should achieve the following service productivities, expressed in
the number of boarding passengers per revenue hour.
Swift BRT Routes
Arterial Routes
Local Routes
Suburban/Rural Routes

High -- 35 passengers per hour
Moderate -- 20 passengers per hour
Low -- 10 passengers per hour
Low -- 10 passengers per hour

Applying these guidelines to 2008 operating results, corridors 6 (SR-99) and 7 (North
Broadway) achieved productivity levels most consistent with Swift BRT service. However,
neither corridor had services operating at BRT levels at that time. (In 2009 Swift BRT service
was initiated along Corridor 6.) Meanwhile, corridors Corridor 12 (Marysville-Lake Stevens),
Corridor 13 (228th Street SE), and Corridor 16 (SR-531) have relatively low levels of current
patronage.
Commuter Corridors: A somewhat different analysis technique was employed for the
commuter corridors. Sound Transit and Community Transit share responsibility for the
operation of intercounty commuter services in both the I-5 and I-405 corridors. Considerable
effort has been devoted to the development of a coordinated service partnership, and the
identification of an appropriate service provider for individual services is beyond the scope of
this report.
In general, Sound Transit is responsible for a majority of services that operate in the I-405
corridor, while the two agencies share responsibility for the I-5 corridor. Community Transit is
the only agency operating in the US-2, SR-9, and SR-522 corridors. The corridor assessments
contained in Chapter 4 discuss the very different character of the five commuter corridors.
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Figure 8 summarizes 2008 average ridership on the Community Transit services operating in
each of the five commuter corridors.
Figure 8 – 2008 Weekday Commute Corridor Operating Averages
Average
Weekday Revenue Passengers
Corridor
Name
Boardings
Hours
per Hour
1
I-5
11,658
384
30
2
I-405
99
5
20
3
US-2
1,254
76
17
4
SR-522
241
12
20
5
SR-9
Because service levels vary dramatically within individual corridors, current ridership does not
necessarily indicate underlying demand.
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3. Urban Form and Development
While their current state of development is varied, all of the transit emphasis corridors make
sense from a long-term transit market development perspective. They connect centers, provide
network coverage throughout the urban growth area and exhibit current or future population and
employment densities that support of transit use. However, during the next twenty years
development of these corridors may not support full scale Swift BRT service.
A vital message of this plan concerns the link between land use, transit and the role counties
and cities play in transit market development. Effective transit systems are constructed around
urban communities that are relatively compact, have a mix of different land uses, and facilitate
pedestrian and bicycle activity. Because these are usually the responsibility of local
jurisdictions, their land use decisions significantly influence transit agencies’ ability to provide
effective and productive transit service. By encouraging high-densities, transit, pedestrian and
bike-oriented development, appropriate parking fees, and transit-priority/HOV roadway
improvements transit-supportive urban environments are created. This report works to provide
sustentative guidance to local jurisdictions about Community Transit’s long-term plan, thus
allowing them to integrate Community Transit’s future service network into their land use plans
and work to develop higher intensity transit markets in these areas.
This chapter summarizes the criteria that were used to evaluate each corridor’s readiness for
higher-level transit services. The text provides a brief assessment of each transit emphasis
corridors’ development and longer-term prospects. The assessments are provided for
comparison purposes in gauging the suitability and relative priority of each corridor for highcapacity transit.

Arterial Corridors
The eleven arterial corridors focus on serving community activity centers within Snohomish
County. As such, they facilitate travel between multiple locations. Most trips are relatively short
and no single generator will dominate passenger trip purposes. To be successful, transit
services operating along arterial corridors will need to offer safe and convenient access to local
businesses, employers, and residential neighborhoods.
Corridor Development
Density and trip generation, which were discussed in the previous chapter, are key factors in the
intensity of any corridor’s transit market. . Seven other factors, discussed in this chapter
significantly influence whether people who live, work, or travel along a corridor can effectively
utilize transit services. All but two (Park & Ride Lots and Transit Service) are beyond
Community Transit’s ability to directly control. Scoring for these measures was more subjective
than the demographic factors. Except for the second transit service measure (Transit
Patronage), a score between 1 and 3 was assigned, based upon an assessment by Community
Transit staff members and the consultant team, using the evaluation criteria described for each
measure.
z

Fees for Parking The number of parking spaces per building unit or acre along with
pricing, parking restrictions, and enforcement can make transit more competitive. This
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includes: 1) limiting the quantity of parking, 2) managing the location of parking, 3)
setting the cost to park with a goal to have parking facilities financially self-supporting.
3 points – Paid parking at one or both trip ends
2 points – Limited parking supply
1 point – Plentiful free parking
z

Transit Signal Priority, HOV, or BAT Lanes A completely connected transportation
system for vehicles that includes transit priority treatments, including High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) or Business Access and Transit lanes (BAT), or transit signal priority, is
needed for good transit service. Regulation of these lanes should be such that transit
speed and reliability is consistently maintained
3 points – Complete HOV/BAT lanes with TSP
2 points – HOV/BAT lanes and TSP in part of corridor, TSP with no HOV/BAT
lanes, or isolated interchange/queue-jump HOV
1 point – No HOV/BAT lanes, no intersection HOV/queue-jump and no TSP

z

Collector System A complete street network will help the transit system operate
efficiently, improve travel times, and schedule adherence.
3 points – Complete network
2 points – One or two missing elements
1 point – No alternate routes

z

Park & Ride Lots Park & ride facilities are an appropriate element for emerging transit
markets which require auto access to transit centers. As markets mature and transit
service coverage and frequency increase, the need for park & rides (and investment in
these facilities) will diminish.
3 points – Transit center and/or Park & ride lot
2 points – Shared lots (park & pool)
1 point – None

z

Sidewalks All transit trips begin and end with a walk. Providing a complete, convenient,
safe, secure, and appealing walk can increase transit usage.
3 points – Pedestrian access: continuous sidewalks, barrier-free, crosswalks, low
vehicular speeds, appropriate scale and aesthetics
2 points – Some factors present
1 point – Poor pedestrian system, walking is a challenge

z

Bike Access Bicycle facilities, lockers, lanes, signed routes, bike racks, etc. Provide an
option for reaching trips ends that are further from transit routes than an easy walk. This
again will help increase transit usage.
3 points - Bicycle Access: wide shoulders, continuous street bike lanes, direct
routing, gentle grades, low auto speeds, bicycle racks/lockers
2 points - Good system but some elements needing improvement
1 point - Poor system, bicycling is a challenge and/or is unsafe
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Transit Services
Some corridors are well developed, with significant amounts of transit service. Others have little
or no transit services in place. Because the existence and performance of transit services is an
indicator of future success, two measures that focus on these factors are evaluated.
z

Served by Transit: This considers whether transit services are provided within a
corridor, their extent, and the frequency that service operates.
3 points – Current service operates at least every 30-minutes
2 points – Some transit service provided
1 point – Limited or no transit service currently provided

z

Patronage: This considers the ridership and productivity of existing corridor services.
Because of its importance, this patronage measure was assigned a maximum of 11
points (the number of arterial routes). Ridership was determined by tallying stop-level
ridership per revenue vehicle hour that was recorded in surveys throughout the past five
years. Because some of this information is dated or incomplete, it was adjusted based
upon Community Transit staff members’ judgment of current operating conditions. This
allowed some anomalies associated with very short corridor segments that are now
being served to be discounted. Points were awarded on the basis of their overall rank,
with the most productive corridor (Corridor 6 – SR-99) receiving the maximum number of
points. Corridors without significant transit services were awarded no points.

Commute Corridors
The five commute corridors are very diverse. Three – Corridor 1 (Interstate 5), Corridor 2 (I405), and Corridor 5 (SR-522) are freeway-oriented travel ways, that focus on major commute
destinations in King County. These are termed freeway corridors. The most intensive services
operating on these corridors are freeway BRT services.
Meanwhile, corridor 3 (US-2) links Monroe with Everett while providing important transit linkages
for people living in the vicinity of Lake Stevens and Snohomish. Because of floodplains, much
of the distance this corridor travels will most probably never be developed. Finally, Corridor 4
(SR-9) travels through agricultural and low density residential neighborhoods that are outside
Community Transit’s adopted PTBA.
The analysis of the commute corridors incorporates the same set of evaluation criteria as the
arterial corridors, only with different weights applied. Less emphasis has been placed on
population density and trip generation capacity within the corridor, assigning a maximum of five
points instead of eleven. Similarly, existing patronage was assigned a maximum of five points.
Given their importance to commuter operation, consideration was given to increasing the
relative value of park-and-ride facilities. However, this would have penalized corridors 3 and 4,
which also have a local service orientation with park and ride retaining the same weight as used
in the analysis of arterial corridors.
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4. Corridor Summary
This chapter provides a detailed review and evaluation of each transit emphasis corridor. In
doing this it provides a great deal of quantitative information, supplemented by a summary of
current conditions within each corridor, likely future changes, issues, and recommendations for
Community Transit and partner jurisdictions. Because of their different nature, the statistical
summaries for commute corridors vary somewhat from arterial corridors.
Travel demand, population, and employment information was drawn from 2005 population
estimates and PSRC’s 2030 travel demand forecast. The same information is provided for both
commute corridors and arterial corridors. Following is a summary explanation of the information
presented in each route’s data tables.

Number of productions that leave the analysis
zone.
Number of home based work trips that go to
zones along the corridor.

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

114,207 6.1
66,603 3.6
9.6

7

6

2005

2030

Total Productions
400,633
Internal Productions
154,715
External Productions 245,918
Home Based Work
58,351
HBW Productions
2
Rank Among Corridors

Per Mile

Number of productions that stay within the
analysis zone.

73,577 3.9
39,072 2.1
6.0

Entire
Corridor

Number of trips generated in analysis zones that
the corridor passes through that go to zones
along the corridor (PSRC Data).

Per Acre

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030

18,809
7,264
11,545
2,739

Per Mile

The sum of the population and employment
divided by the number of acres contained within
the ½ mile corridor.

21.3
2005

Entire
Corridor

Length of Corridor

Entire
Corridor

Population and employment within ½ mile each
side of the corridor. Freeway corridors include
the entire freeway segment, not just
neighborhoods surrounding pickup points.

614,940 28,870
264,401 12,413
350,539 16,457
87,402 4,103
2

The next section projects resource needs – revenue hours and peak vehicles – for three
different levels of service and then estimates the number of passengers per revenue hour that
would be realized for various mode split assumptions. The levels of service were designed to
generally correspond with service categories that were identified in Technical Memorandum #2
and differ for commute and arterial corridors. Figure 9 summarizes the service assumptions
employed for the resource estimation.
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Ridership Projections
Community Transit has three different types of corridor – Freeway Commute, Highway
Commute, and Arterial – each with three different levels of service provided for planning
purposes. Figure 9 summarizes the levels of service assumed for each type of corridor and
level of service.
Figure 9 - Corridor Service Assumptions
Commute Corridors
Freeway Commute
Highway Commute
Corridors
Corridors
High
Freeway BRT Service Intense commuter
Operates all day – 7
service
Operates all day – 7
days a week
days a week
Headways
Headways
10 minutes
10 minutes
commute hours
commute hours
30 minutes middays
30 minutes middays

Medium

Moderate freeway
service
Commute hours
service only
10 minute headway

Moderate freeway
service
Commute hours service
only
10 minute headway

Low

Low level freeway
service
Commute hours
service only
30 minute headway

Low level freeway
service
Commute hours service
only
30 minute headway

Arterial Corridors
BRT Service
Span 4:30 a.m. – 2:00
a.m.
Includes weekend
service
Headway
10 minute
weekday
20 minute other
times
Arterial Service
Span 4:30 a.m. –
11:00 p.m.
Headway
15 minute
weekday
20-60 minute other
times
Local Service
Span 6:00 a.m. –
10:00 p.m.
Headway
30 minute
weekday
30-60 minute other
times

The next graphic relies on two concepts that are widely used to evaluate the effectiveness of
transit serves.
•

The productivity of a transit service is generally expressed in terms of the number of
passengers carried during each hour of service. If a route picks up 1,000 passengers
per day and the total number of service hours operated each day is 50, then it carries 20
passengers per hour. If service hours increase, as in the case of BRT services, the
route must carry more passengers, in proportion to the service increase, just to maintain
productivity levels.

•

Mode split is the percentage of total trips within a corridor that are accomplished by
transit. Thus, if there are 50,000 daily productions in a corridor and 1,000 of those utilize
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transit, then transit’s mode split is 2%. Transit service levels have a major effect on
mode split. As service becomes more frequent and faster relative to autos, mode split
tends to increase. However, many other factors affect mode split. Some of the most
significant are discussed in Chapter 3. Without knowing whether the infrastructure along
a corridor will be transit supportive it is not possible to predict mode split.
For this analysis, service productivities were calculated for a variety of possible mode splits. If
mode split increases, then transit productivities will also increase. As noted above, transit
ridership depends upon the amount of service provided and the urban forms served. Service
design then becomes a process of finding a ‘sweet spot’ that maximizes mode split without
unduly affecting productivity.
The next table estimates the productivity that will be realized if various service levels and mode
splits are achieved. Again, three alternative service levels – BRT, Arterial, and Local – are
analyzed. Five different mode splits are also considered. In the example below, if BRT levels of
service were operated, and the route (arterial corridor services) achieved a 3% mode split, it
would carry about 40 passengers per revenue hour of service. If it only achieved a 2% mode
split, it would carry 27 passengers per hour.
Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Entire Corridor
Type of Service
Arterial
Weekday Revenue Hours
97
Comments
Converted to BRT - Nov 2009
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
21
12
7
Peak Vehicles Required
100,000
62,000
34,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
71,000
33,000
5,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Swift BRT
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
7
1%
13
2%
27
3%
40
5%
67
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

20

10

11
22
43
65
108

20
39
79
118
197

The cell shaded in light blue represent the combination of mode split generally assumed in
regional modeling projections combined with the service level that meets Community Transit’s
adopted guidelines. In the example above, the 40 passengers per hour is roughly the
productivity in the existing corridor, equating to a 3% mode split. That mode split can be
expected to increase in coming years, likely increasing overall productivities.
Slightly different trip generation methodologies were employed for commuter and arterial
corridors. While all were based upon the number of productions within the corridor, as
estimated by PSRC, commute corridors only considered the number of home-based work
productions while arterial corridors considered total productions.
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Commute Corridors
4
SR 9
(Highway)

SR 522
(Freeway)

US 2
(Highway)

I‐405
(Freeway)

I‐5
(Freeway)

Figure 10 - Summary of Commute Corridor Evaluations
1
2
3
5

Rank in
2005
Total
2030
Total
2005
Productions 2030
Fees for Parking
HOV or BAT Lanes
Collector System
Park & Ride Lots
Sidewalks
Bike Access
Served by Transit
Transit Patron‐age
Score

5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
1
2
4
5
2
3
1
4
5
2
3
1
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
4
4
3
1
1
5
4
3
2
1
42
40
27
24
16
Link LRT & Freeway
Special Moderate
Low
2030 Service Level*
Express
BRT
Services
Express
Express
*Refer to the corridor summaries for a description of each planned service.
High
Medium
Low
*Refer to the corridor summaries for a description of each service.
The five commute corridors are further divided into Freeway and Highway categories, reflecting
the different nature of the facilities being served. Three factors – Community Transit’s operating
partnership with Sound Transit, the extension of Link Light Rail to Lynnwood, and PTBA
expansion – will significantly influence the shape of these future changes.
Sound Transit Operations: Community Transit carefully coordinates its service offerings along
the I-5 and I-405 corridors with Sound Transit. Within the I-5 corridor, Sound Transit’s routes
510, 511, and 513 combine to provide all-day services that link Everett, Lynnwood, and
Mountlake Terrace with Downtown Seattle. By serving a majority of the park-and-ride facilities
within the corridor these routes provide timely connections for a majority of the county residents
who work in Seattle. Meanwhile, Community Transit supplements Sound Transit by offering
community-based express routes that provide single seat rides from Snohomish County to both
Downtown Seattle and the University of Washington. This partnership has greatly improved the
commute options for county residents and is a national model that demonstrates how transit
operators are able to combine their efforts for the public good.
Sound Transit is the major service provider along the Corridor 2 (I-405), providing services that
link Everett and Lynnwood with Bothell and Bellevue. Travel projections suggest this market will
continue to grow over the next twenty years. Sound Transit has programmed additional
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resources that are intended to address this growth. At the same time, Community Transit
intends to coordinate with Sound Transit to ensure that local routes feed this regional corridor
and that the I-405 Corridor is served by a mix of high quality services that provide freeway BRT
service levels.
Link Light Rail: The extension of Sound Transit’s Link Light Rail to Lynnwood, which is now
planned for completion in 2023, will fundamentally alter the nature of service operating along
Interstate 5 (Corridor 1) but will also have far-reaching impacts on all the commute corridors. To
adapt, Community Transit services will be adjusted to feed Sound Transit, eliminating express
services into the Seattle area.
The Lynnwood and Mountlake Terrace stations will become the foci for feeder routes
transporting commuters from surrounding. Local routes will link surrounding neighborhoods
with these two stations. Coordinated fares and marketing will make service offerings more
seamless for customers.
At the same time services that originate in other parts of the county – Stanwood, Arlington,
Everett, Snohomish, Lake Stevens, etc. – will be connected to Link via a network of in-county
express routes. While providing convenient connections to Link, they will also provide express
service to major employers in Everett and Lynnwood.
Expansion of the PTBA: While Community Transit’s boundary generally conforms to the
county’s urbanized neighborhoods, significant growth is occurring in neighborhoods outside the
PTBA boundary, especially along the SR-9 Corridor (Corridor 4). Community Transit will
continue to monitor development trends in this area while working with local jurisdictions to
provide for transit-oriented development practices along SR-9. While this plan anticipates the
operation of commute hour express services along SR-9, this will depend upon the inclusion of
this area in the service area.
Figure 11 - Planned Changes in Commute Corridors
Name
Summary of Planned Changes
1
Interstate 5
• Continue current service model until Link Light Rail completed
• After Link operates north to Lynnwood
o Local feeders from nearby communities to Lynnwood and
Mountlake Terrace Link stations
o Express feeders from Stanwood, Arlington, Snohomish, and
Everett to Link stations
o Eliminate express bus service from Snohomish County to
Downtown Seattle and University of Washington
2
Interstate 405
Feed and supplement Sound Transit’s primary network of express
services operating in the I-405 Corridor
3
US Highway 2
• Continue 30-minute service operating between Everett and
Monroe, with hourly service to Sultan and Gold Bar
• As demand warrants, provide 15-minute commute hour service
• Coordinate with Monroe and Snohomish to gain transit priority
treatments that improve the travel time competitiveness of
transit services
4
State Route 9
• Coordinate with local communities to assess the appropriate
time to expand the PTBA to include the SR-9 Corridor in the
PTBA
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Name
•
•
5

State Route 522

•

Summary of Planned Changes
When demand warrants, provide commute hour express
services linking Arlington and Bothell, with intermediate stops
along the corridor
Work with Snohomish County to secure future park-and-ride
capacity along the corridor
As demand warrants, expand commute hour services operating
along the SR-522 corridor
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Corridor 1 – Freeway Corridor
Interstate 5 – King County to Smokey Point
I-5 from the King County line to the Smokey Point exit
Length of Corridor

21.3
2005

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

114,207
6.1
66,603
3.6
9.6

7

6

2005

2030

Total Productions
400,633
Internal Productions
154,715
External Productions
245,918
Home Based Work
58,351
HBW Productions
2
Rank Among Corridors

Per Mile

Per Mile
18,809
7,264
11,545
2,739

Entire
Corridor

73,577
3.9
39,072
2.1
6.0

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030

614,940 28,870
264,401 12,413
350,539 16,457
87,402 4,103
2

Productions list only Home-Based Work Travel

Summary of Findings and
Recommendations – Productive corridor that
will provide an effective basis for future Link
Light Rail services
• Continue current service model until Link
Light Rail completed
• In 2023, when Link Light Rail service
begins operation to Lynnwood:
o Operate local feeders from nearby
communities to Lynnwood and
Mountlake Terrace Link stations
o Redirect express services from
Stanwood, Arlington, Snohomish, and
Everett to Link stations to feed Link
o Eliminate express bus service from
Snohomish County to Downtown
Seattle and University of Washington

Current Conditions
Interstate 5 runs north and south through Snohomish County providing the primary link between
Skagit County, Arlington, Marysville, Everett, Lynnwood, Edmonds, Mountlake Terrace and King
County. Community Transit operates regionally significant commuter bus service on I-5 carrying
nearly 40% of all Snohomish County workers who commute to jobs in downtown Seattle. It has
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been estimated that I-5 would need to be doubled in width in order to accommodate all of the
commute trips carried by bus, vanpool, and carpools if all transit riders switched to single
occupant vehicles.
In addition to the King County commuter market, I-5 provides an important inter-city transit
linkage within Snohomish County. Community Transit operates frequent local service on I-5
connecting Marysville, Everett and Lynnwood as well as in-county commuter service from north
Snohomish County to the Everett Boeing plant.
Important factors in the success of I-5 as a transit emphasis corridor include HOV lanes, queue
jumps and direct access ramps that improve bus speed and schedule reliability as compared
with general purpose traffic.
While it is an extraordinarily effective transit emphasis corridor, diluted HOV requirements (2+
as compared with 3+), incomplete HOV network (north of SR-2 and south of Northgate) and
lack of direct HOV access at key interchanges reduce the current performance of transit in this
corridor. Close proximity of major Park & Rides and transit centers with parking and intersecting
transit service also contribute to the high transit mode split in this corridor. Other important
factors in I-5 transit performance include market and TDM factors such as the high cost of
parking in King County and programs such as FlexPass whereby employers subsidize their
employees’ transit fare.

Likely Future Changes
z

WSDOT will improve access to and from Interstate 5 at State Route 531 (172nd Street
NE) by building a new two lane loop ramp, adding turn lanes and widening existing
ramps.

z

The only other programmed change in this corridor is ongoing pavement reconstruction.

z

In 2010, Sound Transit will complete an in-line freeway station at I-5 and 236th St SW
adjacent to Mountlake Terrace Park & Ride. The new station, located in the I-5 median,
will connect to Community Transit’s Mountlake Terrace Park & Ride garage via a
covered pedestrian bridge. When complete, Sound Transit anticipates serving the new
facility with routes 510 and 511.

z

Sound Transit plans to complete the extension of Link light rail service from the
University of Washington to Lynnwood in 2023. It will operate along a corridor that
closely parallels Interstate 5 with stations planned at Northgate, 145th St in Shoreline,
Mountlake Terrace and Lynnwood.

z

While Sound Transit’s implementation plans have not been finalized, this plan assumes
that, with the opening of light rail service, Sound Transit regional express services in the
I-5 corridor will be discontinued. This means that responsibility for the operation of
express bus service in this corridor will entirely shift to Community Transit.

Issues
z

Many Park & Ride lots along this corridor are filled to capacity. Most have limited
capacity for expansion. Projected growth in transit ridership will need to be
accommodated by other means.
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z

Corridor congestion along the HOV/Express lanes has the potential to limit transit’s
travel time advantage. During commute hours Link may provide significantly faster
travel times than the I-5 freeway.

z

Coordination of I-5 express bus services with the future expansion of Link Light Rail to
Northgate, Mountlake Park, and Lynnwood will pose a continuing challenge. It may be
appropriate to truncate some existing services into King County at a Link station.

Recommendations
1. The I-5 corridor is projected to remain the most significant commute corridor linking
Snohomish and King Counties. Over time, increasing congestion and the initiation of light rail
service to Lynnwood will fundamentally change the character of demand that Community
Transit is experiencing. Local services will need to feed both express bus services and light rail.
This imperative will be strengthened by Community Transit’s strategic redirection of commuter
services into a corridor orientation. As local service ‘tails’ are removed from express routes,
local feeders will need to provide reliable connections to the corridor-based regional express
services.
2. Once station locations for light rail service are identified, Community Transit will need to
begin planning efforts to reorient local services so they feed light rail while continuing their roles
of providing convenient local transportation and feeding commuter bus services. Local
jurisdictions are keenly aware of the challenges this effort will pose. Community Transit is
closely working with Lynnwood on the city’s Downtown Plan. Both recognize that further
expansion of the Lynnwood Park & Ride may be unaffordable and are committed to utilizing
local transit services as an effective alternative. These efforts should continue and be
expanded as other communities update their comprehensive plans. Chapter 5 outlines a set of
service expansion priorities that include the gradual expansion of local services, many of which
will function as feeder routes to Link.
3. At least for the next twenty years many population centers will not have access to Link.
Residents in Everett and other communities to the north and west will need to travel to
Lynnwood in order to access Link. Community Transit will facilitate these trips by offering a
network of limited stop express routes that provide fast and convenient feeder services. Four
routes are planned, each with only one or two intermediate stops.
Arlington – Everett to Lynnwood
Stanwood – Marysville – Everett to Lynnwood – Both the Stanwood and Arlington routes
will operate all day, seven days a week. These will provide a spine of services linking
communities along the I-5 corridor.
Lake Stevens – South Everett P&R to Lynnwood
Snohomish – Ash Way P&R to Lynnwood
The resource commitments associated with these services will be more fully outlined in
Technical Memorandum 4.
4. Community Transit should work with each of the jurisdictions to ensure that future
construction around access points to the I-5 corridor services emphasizes high density mixed
use developments. These are points where people will have all day convenient walk access to
high quality commuter services. The following locations are priorities:
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•
•
•
•
•

!

Mountlake Terrace Park & Ride – I-5 at 236th St. SW
Lynnwood Transit Center – Downtown Lynnwood
Everett Station
South Everett – I-5 at 128th St. SE
Downtown Marysville

!
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Corridor 2 – Freeway Corridor
Interstate 405 / State Route 525 – King County to
Mukilteo
I-405 from the King County line to I-5, then continuing on SR-525 to the Mukilteo Ferry Dock
Length of Corridor

13.9
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor

7

2005

2030
Per Mile

9

Entire
Corridor

58,383 6.3
29,061 3.1
9.4

Per Mile

34,252 3.7
16,856 1.8
5.5

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

Total Productions
272,751 19,622
481,673 34,653
Internal Productions
140,537 10,111
266,136 19,146
External Productions 132,214 9,512
215,537 15,506
Home Based Work
44,468
3,199
71,614 5,152
HBW Productions
1
1
Rank Among Corridors
Productions list only Home-Based Work Travel

Summary of Findings and Recommendations –
This is a productive and growing freeway corridor
that will demonstrate growing demands for regional
express bus services. Community Transit
anticipates that Sound Transit will continue to be
the primary operator in this corridor. Community
Transit services will feed and supplement Sound
Transit’s network of express services.

Current Conditions
In the southern portion of Snohomish County, I-405 branches from I-5 to the east. This freeway
serves southbound travelers destined for Bothell, Kirkland, Redmond, Bellevue and Renton. It
also serves northbound commuters traveling to Lynnwood and Everett.
I-405, like I-5, is a limited access facility with high speeds, with neither pedestrian nor bicycle
facilities, and no access to surrounding land uses except at interchanges. Community Transit
operates limited commuter service on I-405 with one route to Redmond/Overlake and another
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connecting the US-2/SR-522 corridor with downtown Seattle via I-405. Sound Transit operates
two express routes along the corridor providing weekday peak-period service between Everett
and Bellevue and weekday and weekend all day service between Lynnwood and Bellevue.
The I-405 Corridor continues along SR-525 to Downtown Mukilteo, ending at the ferry terminal.
This portion of the corridor includes Mukilteo and the Clinton ferry from Whidbey Island with
Boeing, Snohomish County Airport Paine Field, SR 99, and finally I-5. As a Designated
Regional Manufacturing and Industrial Center, Paine Field is a focus of regional employment
growth and will likely have a substantial impact on the SR-525 corridor and the need for future
transit improvements.
Currently, there are limited services and retail development but high employment in this portion
of the corridor. Mukilteo and the ferry auto traffic (around 6,000 cars per day in both directions,
combined with residential trip generation to shopping on SR-99 and in Lynnwood, create
considerable travel demand
I-405 also serves a significant Snohomish County vanpool market with many vans traveling to
major east-side employment sites. This reflects its role as a regional link between major growth
and manufacturing centers. The facility functions well for commuter transit service with complete
HOV lanes and adjacent Park & Ride/flyer stop facilities. Transit’s ability to attract additional
ridership and provide a competitive alternative to SOV travel is closely tied to the efficiency of
the HOV system. Additional direct-access ramps and effective management of HOV throughput
are critical to future transit performance.

Likely Future Changes
The I-405 Corridor Program, which was adopted in 2002, provides a master plan for
improvements along the corridor. It includes:
z

The addition of up to 2 lanes in each direction along the freeway;

z

Development of a Sound Transit freeway Bus Rapid Transit line with stations along the
corridor and expanded transit centers;

z

The creation of 1,700 new vanpools;

z

Increasing transit service by up to 50%;

z

Construction of 5,000 new Park & Ride spaces;

z

Creation of eight new pedestrian/bicycle crossings over I-405; and,

z

Implementation of advanced technologies for managing traffic.

z

Limited roadside safety improvements are planned for SR-525, which are scheduled to
begin construction in 2010.

Since the plan’s adoption, the strategy has been to fund groups of projects that directly address
the worst congestion chokepoints first, coordinating all transportation modes into a working
system. With the 2003 Nickel and 2005 Transportation Partnership Account, the state has
invested nearly $1.5 billion into the corridor. At this date, one of three Nickel-funded projects is
complete (Kirkland Nickel Stage 1) and two are under construction (South Bellevue Widening
and Renton Stage 1 - Widening). Of the TPA-funded projects, one is under construction (NE
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10th Street Bridge-Stage 2) and two are in the design stage (Renton Stage 2 - Widening and
NE 8th Street to SR 520 Improvement project).

Issues
The I-405 transit emphasis corridor shares many potential issues with I-5. Both are congested
roadways that link suburban residential development with major urban centers. With population
growth, both are experiencing major congestion. A major difference is that, while light rail will
provide commute alternatives in the I-5 corridor, I-405 will remain a freeway corridor. Other
issues unique to I-405 include:
z

Many Park & Ride lots along this corridor are filled to capacity. Most have limited
capacity for expansion. Projected growth in transit ridership will need to be
accommodated by other means. Swamp Creek Park & Ride, at SR-525 and 164th St,
does have significant unused capacity. At one time, transit had direct access to this
facility from SR-525 via a flyer stop and pedestrian stairway. With improvement of SR525 in the late 1990s, this access was eliminated, dramatically reducing the
effectiveness of the park & ride facility. Restoration of the flyer stop and pedestrian
access to Swamp Creek Park & Ride would not only add needed parking capacity for
this corridor, but would also establish a key transfer opportunity between bus service on
SR-525 and 164th St.

z

Corridor congestion along the HOV/Express lanes has the potential to limit transit’s
travel time advantage. Also, design of future express toll/HOT lanes on I-405 could
place limitations on transit’s ability to access these facilities.

z

The street network in and around Mukilteo is not well developed. There are few areas of
complete grid network and an abundance of cull de sacs, dead end streets, and loops.
This limits pedestrian, bicycle travel and bus circulation, making transit usage difficult,
and time consuming. There are few alternative through routes, from Mukilteo, past Paine
Field leading to the regional system, making 525 subject to congestion.

z

Mukilteo and the Washington State Ferries are jointly seeking funding for a new parking
facility near the ferry dock. The Mukilteo Multi-Modal Ferry Terminal project will
integrate ferry, rail, and bus transportation on the Mukilteo waterfront. It will relocate the
ferry terminal, add an access road, vehicle holding for 260 vehicles and another ferry
slip, build a terminal building and overhead loading facilities with a connection to a new
Sound Transit commuter rail station, and build a bus transit center with pick-up/drop-off
area. This project is not fully funded at this time.

Recommendations
1. While a significant commute corridor today, I-405’s importance is expected to become
greater in the future. At the same time, it will remain a challenging transit environment. The
character of Eastern King County, with dispersed employment patterns and abundant free
parking, is very different from the major commute destinations. Accordingly, both Community
Transit and Sound Transit will be challenged meeting the demands for alternatives to singleoccupant auto commutes. Both vanpools and ridesharing will likely command a larger portion of
the travel market than along the I-5 corridor, while commuter bus services will need to be
carefully designed in order to capture significant market support. As with the I-5 Corridor, local
services will need to feed commuter bus services, many of which will be operated by Sound
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Transit. Specific services and the appropriate operating agency will be decided jointly with
Sound Transit.
2. Market projections suggest that the I-405 corridor encompassing Kirkland/Bellevue areas will
continue to attract more Snohomish County residents than areas in and around Redmond and
Woodinville but Community Transit should continue to carefully monitor employment trends in
order to effectively serve this intercounty market.
3. Additionally, Community Transit should work with each of the jurisdictions to ensure that
future construction around access points to the I-405 corridor emphasizes high density mixed
use developments. The following locations are priorities:
z
z
z
z

Canyon Park & Ride Lot – I-405 at SR-527
Swamp Creek Park-and Ride Lot – SR-525 at 164th Street
SR-525 at SR-99 (interchange with Swift BRT)
Downtown Mukilteo

4. WSDOT has convened a task force of elected officials and technical staff to study and make
recommendations on the future express toll/HOT lane configuration for I-405/SR-167.
Community Transit should remain engaged in this process and advocate for a design that
functions well for transit access, speed and reliability.
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Corridor 3 – Highway Corridor
US Highway 2
– Everett to
Monroe
US-2 from the
intersection with N Lewis
Road, 92nd Street SE,
2nd St (Snohomish),
Bickford Ave, onto
Pacific Ave, ending at
Everett Station.

Length of Corridor

15.6
Per Acre

30,487
2.9
23,171
2.2
5.1

13

13

2005

2030

9,126
6,882
2,243
700
14

Per Mile

142,359
107,366
34,993
10,917

Entire
Corridor

19,389
1.8
12,605
1.2
3.0

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
HBW Productions
Rank Among Corridors

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

Entire
Corridor

Summary of Findings
and Recommendations – The US-2
Corridor provides an important link,
permitting travel between Eastern
Snohomish County and Everett. Given
the landforms along the corridor it may
never achieve high productivity levels
but it provides an important community
function. Actions that will facilitate that
role include:
• Continue 30-minute service
operating between Everett and
Monroe, with hourly service to
Sultan and Gold Bar
• As demand warrants, provide 15minute commute hour service
• Coordinate with Monroe and
Snohomish to gain transit priority
treatments that improve the travel
time competitiveness of transit
services.

218,943 14,035
166,269 10,658
52,674 3,377
17,473 1,120
15

Productions list only Home-Based Work Travel
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Land Use Characteristics
This east-west corridor links the cities of Everett, Snohomish, Monroe, Sultan and Gold Bar. The
highway continues east over Stevens Pass to Leavenworth a major tourist destination and
Wenatchee in the heart of Washington’s agricultural lands.
There are significant daily and seasonal fluctuations in the traffic on this highway with the
western sections experiencing peak-period commute congestion and the eastern portions being
more heavily impacted by weekend and holiday recreation traffic. Much of this corridor is
undeveloped open space and agricultural land between relatively compact older cities.
In keeping with the regional growth strategy, Community Transit identified the western portion of
US 2 from Monroe to Everett as a transit emphasis corridor. While there is a substantial level of
transit service further east extending to Sultan and Gold Bar, the priority for future development
and transit investment will be on the Monroe-Snohomish-Everett segments.
Transit markets in the US 2 corridor will benefit from higher-density development in the core
areas of Monroe and Snohomish. Mixed-use developments such as that planned for Bickford
Avenue in Snohomish are important steps in this direction. It should be noted that plans for
construction of a US 2 bypass in Monroe will not necessarily result in new routing for transit.
Similarly, the transit emphasis corridor through Snohomish anticipates utilizing city streets.
The priority for bus service will be serving the higher-density development along primary
commercial corridors.

Likely Future Changes
z

WSDOT recently completed a route development plan for safety and capacity
improvements on the corridor from Snohomish to Skykomish. While most improvements
are programmed for road segments east of Monroe, some rumble strips and other safety
improvements will be constructed in the corridor. WSDOT is also beginning a route
development planning effort for the segment of US 2 between Snohomish and Everett,
including the trestle. A key focus of this effort is likely to be preservation and
enhancement of the westbound lanes in a limited funding environment. Transit priority
treatment or active traffic management could be an element of this plan.

z

The North Kelsey Planned Development Area in Monroe will accommodate a mixed use
shopping district. The city intends for this area to be transit supportive and hopes it will
be well served by public transportation.

z

Snohomish sees continuing growth along Bickford Avenue. No transit priority measures
are planned but the city has 100 feet of right-of-way throughout most of the corridor.

Issues
z

As these areas continue to grow, maintaining transit speed and reliability through
designation of HOV facilities will become important for continued transit market
development.

z

The US 2 trestle across the Snohomish River estuary to Everett carries traffic from both
the Monroe/Snohomish area as well as Granite Falls and Lake Stevens and 20th St SE.
This section of US 2 is a critical regional transportation link and experiences high levels
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of peak-period congestion. Transit’s effectiveness on this segment would be greatly
enhanced through provision of HOV facilities.
z

Gold Bar and Monroe both noted that local residents tend to travel much more towards
Bothell and Eastern King County than towards Everett. This transit emphasis corridor
will not address those travel patterns.

z

The Monroe Park & Ride Lot is viewed as being prone to vandalism.

z

The intersection of SR-9 and US-2 has been identified as the potential location for an
urban village and Park & Ride facility. This is not along the US-2 Transit Emphasis
Corridor (but is served by the SR-9 corridor).

Recommendations
1. This long corridor will continue to provide residents living in the eastern parts of the PTBA
with a transportation linkage to Everett. While, as a group, the three routes operating along the
US 2 corridor meet the minimum guideline of 15 passengers per revenue hour, both Route 271
and 275 fall below this threshold. However, they have demonstrated ridership growth that can
be expected to continue as Monroe and Snohomish grow and should provide an acceptable
base of local services operating along the corridor.
2. More problematic is whether a sufficient commute market will exist within the planning
horizon to support commuter routes that would supplement local services. Route 424, which
links Snohomish and Monroe with Downtown Seattle, is among the least productive inter-county
commuter routes and no dedicated commuter service links Monroe with Everett. In part, this is
because existing services have few stops along long stretches of US 2, providing little time
advantage to a dedicated ‘express’ route. While some service simplification may be
appropriate, the current services offer an effective model for the US 2 corridor and should be
continued.
3. Given the extremely low densities along most of this corridor, the provision of adequate park
& ride capacity will remain a priority. The cities of Monroe, Lake Stevens, and Snohomish are
all pursuing park & ride projects along the US 2 Corridor. In order to attract a significant
commuter market, local services operating along the corridor will need to be direct and timely.
Time consuming deviations, especially in Snohomish, would reduce transit’s ability to serve as a
commute alternative. As much as is feasible, any new park & ride facilities should be located
along US 2.
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Corridor 4 – Highway Corridor
State Route 9 – King County to Arlington
SR-9 from the King County Line to Division Street in Arlington

Length of Corridor

29.7
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
16

15

2005

2030

4,988
2,923
2,065
570
16

Per Mile

148,134
86,807
61,327
16,939

Entire
Corridor

53,463
2.7
13,766
0.7
3.4

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
HBW Productions
Rank Among Corridors

28,932
1.5
6,741
0.3
1.8

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

275,553
165,343
110,210
29,688

9,278
5,567
3,711
1,000

16

Productions list only Home-Based Work Travel

Summary of Findings and Recommendations – Because
it is not fully developed, and is outside the PTBA for most of
its length, the SR-9 corridor would prove a challenging
environment today. This may change as development
continues and the PTBA expands.
• Community Transit should coordinate with local
communities to assess the appropriate time to expand
the PTBA to include the SR-9 Corridor in the PTBA
• When demand warrants, initiate lower level commute
hour express services linking Arlington and Bothell, with
intermediate stops along the corridor. As demand
warrants, these services can be expanded.
• Work with Snohomish County to secure future park-andride capacity along the corridor
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Current Conditions
State Route 9 is a rural arterial with growing travel demand located east of I-5. SR-9 runs north
and south linking Arlington in the far north with Marysville, Lake Stevens, Snohomish, the
unincorporated Cathcart/Maltby area, and SR-522, I-405 and connected commuter destinations
in King County. SR-9 is increasingly seen as an alternate route to I-5.
Undeveloped land surrounds the northern communities while low-density development fills
much of the southern corridor. Maltby and Cathcart are not currently part of the Snohomish
County Public Transportation Benefit Area (PTBA) but are approaching a sufficient retail base to
provide funding for regular transit service. These communities are destinations and have
substantial residential development.
There are no major employers and little development in much of the corridor. Bothell is a natural
terminus with connections into Bellevue, Renton and other King County employment centers.

Likely Future Changes
z

WSDOT is currently facilitating a Route Development Planning effort for SR-9 with
participation from cities, Snohomish County and Community Transit.

z

212th SE to 176th SE - This project involves doubling the number of through lanes on
SR 9 and providing additional turn lanes at major intersections. It will also add a raised
median to separate oncoming traffic and limit access points for turning drivers. These
improvements are intended to provide better driving conditions and improve safety on
the highway. Completion date 2013.

z

176th Street to Marsh Road – This project will widen SR 9 from two to four lanes
between SR 96 and Marsh Road. In the process, four intersections will be upgraded by
adding turn lanes, lights, curbs and gutters. Completion date Summer 2010

z

Lundeen Parkway to SR 92 – This project will widen SR 9 from Lundeen Parkway to SR
92 from two lanes to four. It will also add right-turn lanes in both directions at two
intersections, upgrade the traffic signals at three intersections and improve lighting.
Completion date Fall 2012

z

The county is considering future uses for a large parcel near the intersection of Cathcart
Way and SR-9. It may be appropriate for a park & ride facility.

z

Lake Stevens plans to redevelop the area surrounding the intersection of SR-9 and SR20th Street into a commercial district.

z

A proposed rezone from residential to commercial for a 50 acre parcel in the vicinity of
SR-9 and 20th St. SE is moving forward.

z

If the intersection of SR-9 and SR-92 is upgraded to include construction of a street on
the west side of the intersection, this location will likely become the focus of future
commercial development.

z

The intersection of SR-9 and US-2 has been identified as the potential location for an
urban village and park & ride facility.
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Issues
z

In its current form, SR-9 does not have the potential to support effective public
transportation services. Its future potential will be largely determined by the nature and
form the future developments assume. To be successful on SR-9, transit will require:
–

Higher-density development or park & rides

–

Well-designed pedestrian and bike access to bus stops and transit facilities

–

The ability for buses to stop on SR-9 without time-consuming deviation on local
streets

–

Transit-priority lane treatments for speed and reliability.

z

Most of SR-9 is located outside Community Transit’s PTBA boundary.

z

Improvements in the auto carrying capacity of SR-9 without provisions to make transit
competitive will serve only to increase the auto-based character of the corridor and
induce suburban sprawl. Simply adding auto capacity may serve some short-term
interests, but in the long term only contributes to a problem of greater magnitude with no
reasonable alternatives. It is also highly likely that such improvements will violate future
state policies dealing with reduction of VMT per capita as a measure to reduce green
house gas emissions.

z

Significant portions of the SR-9 Corridor are located in designated flood plains and
cannot be developed.

Recommendations
1. SR-9 will continue to pose challenges for Community Transit. Most of the corridor is not
transit supportive but communities along the corridor have consistently identified transit as a
priority. Still, of the sixteen corridors studied this received the lowest evaluation score.
It may be that commuter services will prove feasible before productive local services can be
established. Travel demand projections suggest there will be an increasing commute market
into Bothell and Eastern King County. By 2030 this will constitute nearly 10,000 home based
work trips each day. A serious challenge is the dispersion of worksites. Modeling suggests
people commuting along SR-9 will be traveling to worksites in both the Overlake and
Bellevue/Kirkland areas.
2. As it is able, Community Transit should begin working with local jurisdictions to secure future
park & ride facilities. The following locations may be appropriate for future park & ride lots
served by SR-9 commuter services:
z

Arlington Park & Ride – This existing facility may require expansion/relocation

z

The Marysville vicinity on SR-9 – This would be a new facility

z

Lake Stevens Transit Center - This existing facility may require expansion/relocation

z

The intersection of 20th St and SR-9 – This would be a new facility

z

Snohomish Park & Ride - This existing facility may require expansion/relocation

z

The intersection of Cathcart and SR-9 – This would be a new facility
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At the ‘low’ level of service, a commuter route that gathers 75% of its patrons from park & ride
operations would demand about 90 park & ride stalls along its length to be productive. Facilities
serving multiple routes, or routes operating at higher service levels, would need to be
significantly larger. Travel demand projections suggest the largest number would originate in the
Lake Stevens area, followed by Arlington. Neighborhoods near Snohomish and Clearview
(Cathcart) would have lower demand levels.
3. Community Transit should continue to coordinate with WSDOT and local jurisdictions to
pursue implementation of the mobility, safety and capacity improvements identified in the SR-9
Route Development Plan. It is particularly important for transit to be involved in the design
process for these projects to ensure that transit access and transit priority are addressed.
4. Community Transit and local communities should continue to evaluate the feasibility and
timing for annexation of the remainder of SR-9 into the PTBA. Annexation into the PTBA is a
prerequisite for significant future investment in transit service and facilities along the entire SR-9
corridor. This annexation should only proceed if transit priority is added to improvements being
planned for the SR-9 corridor.
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Corridor 5 – Freeway Corridor
State Route
522 – King
County to
Monroe
SR-522 from the King
County line to 164th
Street, onto Main and
Lewis, ending at North
Lewis and US-2

Current Conditions

11.9

Length of Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

10,884
1.4
4,976
0.6
2.0

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

2030
Per Acre

2005
Entire
Corridor

Summary of Findings
and Recommendations – SR-522
will only support limited express
services at this time. As demand
warrants, Community Transit should
expand commute hour services
operating along the SR-522 corridor.

13,883
1.8
8,454
1.1
2.9

Per Mile

Entire
Corridor

Per Mile

Entire
Corridor

15
16
The SR-522 corridor is of particular
importance to Monroe and Gold Bar.
2005
2030
Both jurisdictions noted the significant
volumes of traffic that use the corridor
during commute hours resulting in
traffic congestion. While SR-522
Total Productions
73,963
6,215
112,178 9,427
extends from its western terminus at
Internal Productions
38,726
3,254
56,691 4,764
I-5 near Downtown Seattle to an
External Productions
35,237
2,961
55,487 4,663
Home Based Work
10,766
905
15,801 1,328
eastern terminus in Monroe, only the
HBW
Productions
segment extending from Monroe to
Rank Among Corridors
12
13
Bothell is included in this transit
Productions
list
only
Home-Based
Work
Travel
emphasis corridor. Beginning at
North Lewis Street and US-2 (one mile east of Monroe Park & Ride), it extends along W. Main
Street and SR-522 to Bothell. Depending upon its ultimate orientation, the corridor might end in
downtown Bothell or at a nearby employment hub.

Throughout its northern portion, SR-522 traverses rolling open-lands that are located outside
the PTBA. A mix of residential communities and significant employers are located in the
south/western half. Route 424 is the only Community Transit service operating in this corridor.
Both King County Metro and Sound Transit operate significant services on the part of SR-522 in
King County, but none of those services extends into Snohomish County.
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Likely Future Changes
z

Starting in spring 2011, WSDOT will widen SR 522 to four lanes between the Snohomish
River and just south of the 179th Avenue SE overpass in Monroe, build a new bridge
across the Snohomish River and construct a median to separate opposing lanes of
traffic, reducing congestion and the likelihood of collisions. As part of a separate project,
they will build a new direct ramp from eastbound SR 522 to eastbound US 2. This
project is fully funded.

z

WSDOT will replace the existing intersection at State Route 522 and Paradise Lake
Road in Maltby, just north of Woodinville, with a new interchange alleviating a key
bottleneck and improving safety. This project is not yet funded.

z

WSDOT will widen State Route 522 to four lanes north of Woodinville, complete the
Fales/Echo Lake Road interchange, and make safety and environmental improvements
between Paradise Lake Road in Maltby and the Snohomish River improving traffic flow
and reducing commute times. This project is not yet funded.

z

WSDOT will build a new flyover ramp to provide direct access from eastbound SR 522 to
eastbound US 2 in Monroe. This will widen SR 522 to four lanes from just south of the
179th Avenue SE overpass to the US 2 interchange. It will also add an additional
eastbound lane on US 2 from the SR 522 interchange to Chain Lake Road and an
additional westbound lane on US 2 from the SR 522 interchange to Cascade View Drive.
This project is not yet funded.

Issues
Most of SR-522 is located outside Community Transit’s public transit benefit area boundary.
z

Improvements in the auto carrying capacity of SR-522 without provisions to make transit
competitive will serve only to increase the auto-based character of the corridor and
induce suburban sprawl. Simply adding auto capacity may serve some short-term
interests, but in the long term only contributes to a problem of greater magnitude with no
reasonable alternatives. It is also highly likely that such improvements will violate future
state policies dealing with reduction of VMT per capita as a measure to reduce green
house gas emissions.

Recommendations
1. SR-522 has the potential to become a freeway corridor at a somewhat smaller scale than I-5
and I-405 corridors. By 2030 roughly 10,000 daily home-based work productions will be
traveling from Monroe/Maltby to Eastern King County.
At present, the only Community Transit route that utilizes this corridor is Route 424, which links
Snohomish and Monroe with Downtown Seattle, with stops in Woodinville and Totem Lake.
Carrying 20.5 passengers per revenue hour in 2008, equates to an approximate average
maximum load of 28 passengers. This is less than the desired level of service outlined in the
service guidelines, which suggest 75% of seats should be filled on commuter trips.
2. A major obstacle that this corridor faces is that the only significant trip generator on the SR522 corridor within Snohomish County is Monroe. Although a relatively strong generator,
expected to produce more than 8,000 daily commute trips through the corridor by 2030, a
relatively high (about 8%) commute mode split would be needed to support frequent commute
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hour services. Alternatively, expanded services might come in the form of the extension of
existing Sound Transit services operating within the SR-522 corridor into Snohomish County.
Travel demand forecasts suggest that Bellevue/Kirkland area attracts more commute trips than
Redmond/Overlake, Bothell, or Seattle.
3. Community Transit should ensure that park & ride facilities, especially in Monroe, remain
available to serve this market.
4. It is also recommended that expansions of service beyond those of today should only be
provided if transit priority is added to improvements being planned for the SR-522 corridor.
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Arterial Corridors
8

9

10

11

12

13

128th Street

164th
Street/196th
Street (west)

196th Street
(east)

20th Street
NE

35th Avenue

North
Broadway/St
ate Ave

SR‐528

228th Street
SE

SR‐531

2030 Service Level*

7

SR‐527

Rank in
2005
Total
2030
2005
Total
Productions 2030
Fees for Parking
HOV or BAT Lanes
Collector System
Park & Ride Lots
Sidewalks
Bike Access
Served by Transit
Transit Patron‐age
Score

6

SR‐99

Figure 12 - Summary of Arterial Corridor Evaluations

4
4
2
1
1
1
3
3
2
2
3
10
36
Arterial
Service

2
2
4
4
1
1
3
3
3
3
2
5
33
Local
Service

6
3
3
3
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
6
34
Local
Service

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
21
Local
Service

11
10
9
8
7
3
5
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
8
9
10
6
11
5
7
8
9
10
5
11
6
7
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
11
7
3
9
0
8
0
67
60
56
53
50
40
35
Swift BRT Swift BRT Swift BRT Swift BRT Arterial Arterial
Local
Service
Service Service
*Refer to the corridor summaries for a description of each planned service.
High
Medium
Low

14

15

16

Both development patterns and transit service levels along the eleven arterial corridors varies
greatly. These realities will impact the types of service and pace of service expansion within
individual corridors. Because all reflect the county’s traditional suburban auto-oriented
development patterns, they will support higher levels of transit as transit-oriented development
practices take hold.
It is impossible to tell how fast these practices will become apparent within individual corridors, a
reality that limits the value of any service implementation timetable. Experience in many
communities demonstrates that compact and mixed-use pedestrian oriented development will
foster higher levels of transit use than more dispersed auto-oriented practices. Higher demand
will allow Community Transit to operate more frequent service, which in turn will encourage
even more people to ride. Fostering this beneficial demand cycle is the purpose of this plan.
Consistent with experience in other communities, this plan assumes that transit’s mode split can
be increased to three percent when Swift BRT services operate along a corridor. The mix of
frequent services and high quality passenger facilities has a dramatic impact on people’s
willingness to use public transportation. Midway between local service and Swift BRT, arterial
services are assumed to attract an approximate two percent mode split. These are general
estimates that are influenced by a variety of factors. Accordingly, services will be designed to
conform to the service guidelines outlined in Technical Memorandum 2.
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Figure 13 - Planned Changes in Arterial Corridors
Name
Summary of Planned Changes
6
SR-99
Swift BRT has already been established in this corridor
• Plan for convenient transfer facilities where other services intersect
• Work with King County Metro to ensure transfer connections to/from
Rapid Ride
• Encourage transit-oriented development patterns
7
North
Swift BRT service by 2030
Broadway/
• Initiate high capacity transit in stages
State Ave
• Encourage transit-oriented developments
8
SR-527
Swift BRT service within the next ten years
• Carefully design and implement services that will feed future Swift
BRT services.
• Ensure that development and pedestrian connections focus on the
corridor.
• Provide safe and convenient transfer connections
• Providing ‘last mile’ transportation services
9
128th Street
Swift BRT service by 2030.
• Serve Everett Mall from this corridor.
• Provide a park & ride lot at Cathcart and SR-9
• Provide ‘last mile’ transportation services
10 164th
Swift BRT service by 2030
Street/196th
• Pay attention to transfer connections.
Street (west)
• Identify the best path for High Capacity Transit between 196th St and
164th St.
• Develop transit priority infrastructure
11 196th Street
Arterial service by 2030.
(east)
• Expand service gradually
• Connect to/from Alderwood Mall
12 SR-528
This is a local service corridor
• Support transit-oriented development projects in Marysville and Lake
Stevens.
• Connections to regional commute services in Marysville
13 228th Street
Local service only
SE
• Future street improvements should accommodate transit
14 35th Avenue
Local service only
• Identify a routing that links 35th Avenue with Downtown Bothell.
• Integrate northern portion of corridor with activity generators and
transit services
15 20th Street
Integrate Corridor 3 (US -2 Monroe to Everett) services with park & ride
NE
oriented services to begin Arterial service
• Provide park & ride capacity at its eastern terminus.
• Coordinate with other services at the Everett Station.
• Advocate for transit priority measures as part of trestle improvements
16 SR-531
Local service only
• May be appropriate to extend this corridor across Interstate 5 to the
Lakewood Triangle area.
• Plan for transit oriented development
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Corridor 6 SR-99
State Route 99 – King County to Everett
Current Swift corridor on SR-99 from Aurora Village Transit Center to Everett Station
16.4

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
1

1

2005

2030

17,185
9,819
7,366
1,667

Per Mile

281,836
161,028
120,808
27,335

Entire
Corridor

107,516 10.3
67,531
6.5
16.7

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

77,266
7.4
39,675
3.8
11.2

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

447,762 27,303
266,669 16,260
181,093 11,042
42,632 2,600

6

6

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Entire Corridor
Type of Service
Arterial
Weekday Revenue Hours
97
Comments
Converted to BRT - Nov 2009
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
21
12
7
Peak Vehicles Required
100,000
62,000
34,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
71,000
33,000
5,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Swift BRT
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
7
1%
13
2%
27
3%
40
5%
67
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

20

10

11
22
43
65
108

20
39
79
118
197

Summary of Findings and Recommendations – The SR-99 Corridor is the most significant
local travel corridor within the Community Transit System. The first Swift BRT service began
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operation along the length of this corridor in November 2009. Future challenges will likely
revolve around the integration of other local and regional services with this existing service.
• Plan for convenient transfer facilities where other services intersect this corridor.
• Work with King County Metro to ensure transfer connections to/from Metro’s Rapid
Ride is seamless.
• Work with local jurisdictions to encourage transit-oriented development patterns are
pursued throughout the corridor.

Current Conditions
This corridor provides a backbone to the local transit network in southwest Snohomish County.
SR-99 is unique in the County with its combination of existing well-developed transit market,
consistently high residential and employment densities, mixed uses, connectivity with
Designated Regional Growth Centers and HOV/TSP facilities supportive of transit speed and
reliability.
Local and regional plans call for continued intensification of development in the corridor and
further roadway improvements in support of transit. In light of the mature state of the SR-99
corridor, Community Transit and Everett Transit are partnering to implement Swift BRT, the
state’s first bus rapid transit service, between Everett Station and Aurora Village Transit Center
in 2009.
King County Metro also plans to implement Rapid Ride BRT on the King County portion of SR99 between Aurora Village Transit Center and downtown Seattle. Important future
improvements to SR-99 include completion of Transit Signal Priority in the City of Everett (2010)
and completion of HOV/BAT lanes north of 148th St. SW to downtown Everett.

Likely Future Changes
z

This already is a strong corridor that is likely to witness future increases in transit
oriented development.

z

A major transit oriented development is planned at the intersection of SR-99 and 76th
Ave. in Edmonds

z

At the southeast corner of 220th Street SW and SR-99, Edmonds expects a large mixeduse project within the next 2-3 years. A developer is in the process of assembling land
for a project.

z

Throughout the length of this corridor, improvements are being installed that will speed
travel for transit vehicles. These improvements are detailed in Chapter 5 of this report.

z

Lynnwood is planning nodes of higher density development along the SR-99 Corridor to
coincide with Swift stations. This will allow mixed-use development of 3-5 stories
building height.

Snohomish County, Mukilteo and Everett are planning higher density mixed-use development
around Swift stations in their respective jurisdictions.

Issues
z

At nearly 17 miles, SR-99 is one of the longest BRT corridors in the nation. Maintaining
transit speed and reliability highlights the importance of completing transit priority
projects on SR-99.
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z

Over time, the coordination of Swift services operating along the SR-99 Corridor with
King County Metro’s Rapid Ride services will likely become an increasing issue.

z

The future routing for Link light rail service between Lynnwood and Everett has not been
decided. It has the potential to conflict with the SR-99 transit emphasis corridor. (While
identified in Sound Transit’s long-range plan, this service extension was not included in
the ST2 service expansion plan.

Recommendations
1. Highway 99 will likely remain the backbone of Community Transit’s service network for the
foreseeable future. The nature of future development will be a key determinant of the system’s
future success. The continued development of transit priority treatments and transit oriented
development throughout the length of this corridor should remain organizational priorities.
2. As bus rapid transit matures, the SR-99 Corridor may be the first to experience a new set of
challenges, all associated with success. The first may be pressures to expand the number of
stops so that new transit-friendly developments will be fully served. Nationally, bus rapid transit
is proving itself a viable alternative to auto travel for many trips. As residents become keen to
take advantage, developers will be looking for opportunities to take advantage of this trend. The
system should anticipate that almost irresistible pressures to expand the number of stops, even
if it risks slowing service.
3. Considering comments that were made during the riders’ focus group session, Community
Transit will also need to carefully design the transfer facilities where two BRT services intersect.
Convenience and safety will both become important factors and a walk of several hundred feet,
punctuated by traffic signals, wide pedestrian crossings, and vehicle conflicts, will not be well
received by many customers.
4. The interface with King County Metro services at the southern end of the Community Transit
corridor may be a focus of future public attention and comment. As Metro moves forward with
its own service planning for the Aurora Corridor, the two systems may benefit from publicizing
their shared efforts to coordinate fare collection systems, hours of operation, and transfer
connections.
5. The planned redevelopment of Evergreen Way within the City of Everett will have farreaching consequences on the SR-99 Corridor, especially its northern end. Community Transit
should continue to work with Everett in support of this effort.
6. Finally, the form of Lynnwood’s Downtown Plan and its relationship to Link light rail services
will greatly impact the future of the SR-99 Corridor. Community Transit is well advised to
continue its close cooperation with both Lynnwood and Sound Transit on these projects.
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Corridor 7
North Broadway / State Avenue / Smokey Point Blvd –
Everett to Smokey Point
From Everett Station to Smokey Point, on Pacific, Broadway, SR-529, State Avenue and
Smokey Point Blvd.
12.8

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
10

10

2005

2030

11,031
7,806
3,226
984
12

Per Mile

141,203
99,911
41,292
12,593

Entire
Corridor

43,569
5.0
31,273
3.6
8.6

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

27,779
3.2
17,507
2.0
5.2

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

225,846
157,013
68,833
20,783

17,644
12,267
5,378
1,624

13

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Entire Corridor
Type of Service
Local
Weekday Revenue Hours
63
Everett Transit is taking over a
Comments
significant part of the corridor
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
16
10
5
Peak Vehicles Required
78,000
51,000
25,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
59,000
32,000
6,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Arterial Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
35+
20
10
Minimum Productivity
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
4
7
14
1%
9
13
28
2%
17
26
55
3%
26
40
83
5%
43
66
138
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations – This is a complex corridor that combines
areas with no transit potential with compact transit oriented developments. It has the
potential to support Swift BRT service by 2030 but operations should be carefully
evaluated.
•

Initiate high capacity transit in stages, initially focusing on the corridor’s southern end

•

Encourage transit-oriented developments around the intersection of Smokey Point Blvd.
at 152nd Street and at the Lakewood Triangle.

Current Conditions
This is a high to medium density multi-use corridor in Everett, transitioning to a medium density
corridor in Marysville and Smokey Point / Arlington. North Broadway in Everett from Pacific
Avenue to 10th St and State Avenue in Marysville from 1st to Grove have older streetscapes
with higher density development located close to sidewalks, convenient pedestrian access with
parking typically behind or beside buildings. Conversely, North Broadway north of 10th St, State
Avenue north of Grove St and Smokey Point Blvd. have lower density development and large
auto-oriented sites with wide parking lots separating businesses from the roadway and
pedestrian network.
The entire corridor provides an important north-south alternative to I-5 connecting the
Designated Regional Growth Center in downtown Everett with secondary centers in Marysville
and Arlington. Substantial future growth and increased densities are expected throughout the
corridor. Existing transit amenities include Everett Station and three park & rides just off-route in
Marysville, including the 211 space Cedar & Grove park & ride completed in 2009..
Transit patronage is significantly higher than would be suggested by the travel demand model
and population densities. Even though much of this corridor will never be developed, overall
productivity justifies high quality transit services. Everett Transit is moving towards a much
more significant role between Everett and Marysville.

Likely Future Changes
z

North Broadway in Everett is moving towards mixed use development. This has been a
slow process but does appear to have some momentum. In October 2008, the city
council approved the Broadway Mixed Use Zone regulations. The new regulations
include design standards and related land-use code amendments creating an improved
mixed-use corridor for Broadway Avenue from 41st Street north to 7th Street. The focus
is on transit and pedestrian-friendly design and diverse mixed use development that will
support surrounding neighborhoods.

z

Marysville’s recently approved Downtown Master Plan and draft downtown design
guidelines call for transit and pedestrian-friendly redevelopment of the core commercial
area. Transit elements called out in the plan include a BRT line on SR-529/State
Avenue with a station assumed in the vicinity of the existing Marysville Mall (between 3rd
and 4th Streets).

z

Marysville sees the area surrounding the intersection of Smokey Point Blvd. and 152nd
as developing either as a location for a future University of Washington campus or as a
commercial/industrial node.

z

Marysville anticipates that the Lakewood Triangle area will evolve into a significant
employment center.
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Issues
z

Everett Community College and Providence Everett Medical Center are located about
three blocks from this corridor. Access to and from these facilities will need to be
addressed.

Recommendations
1. The portion of the Broadway Corridor crossing Union and Steamboat sloughs will likely never
experience significant development and tends to reduce projected densities for the corridor as a
whole. To a lesser degree, this hole in the corridor’s middle affects overall projections of trip
productions, making the corridor appear to have less potential than it actually has. Based upon
existing ridership counts, the segment from Everett Station through Marysville appears nearly
ready today for the operation of high capacity transit. While passenger activity is lower at most
stops north of Marysville, existing services experience strong activity in the Smokey Point area.
2. These differences in development and passenger activity suggest it may be appropriate to
initiate high capacity transit in stages, initially focusing on the corridor’s southern end and
extending high quality services farther north as development occurs. Overall corridor readiness
will significantly benefit from transit-oriented developments around the intersection of Smokey
Point Blvd. at 152nd Street and at the Lakewood Triangle. Community Transit should place
special emphasis on ensuring that such developments are oriented towards this corridor. At
the same time, Community Transit will need to work with Everett, Everett Medical Center, and
the Everett Community College to resolve pedestrian access issues between these two
locations and the corridor.
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Corridor 8
State Route 527 / State Route 526 – Downtown Bothell to
Paine Field
Bothell to Paine Field via SR-527. From Downtown
Bothell (Main St., operate on Bothell Way (SR-527)
continuing on SR-526, ending at Airport Road
Length of Corridor

14.7
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
2

2

2005

2030

19,593
10,992
8,601
2,487
4

Per Mile

288,014
161,577
126,437
36,555

Entire
Corridor

71,753
8.0
33,519
3.7
11.8

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

50,062
5.6
21,354
2.4
8.0

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

470,214 31,987
279,502 19,014
190,712 12,974
56,109 3,817
4

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
About 75%
Portion of Corridor Served
Local
Type of Service
26
Weekday Revenue Hours
SR-526 is not served today
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
21
12
7
Annual Revenue Hours
99,000
62,000
34,000
Increased Hours
91,000
54,000
26,000
Swift BRT
Planned 2030 Service Level
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
20
10
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
7
11
21
1%
14
23
41
2%
29
45
83
3%
43
68
124
5%
71
113
207
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations – The SR-527 Corridor has the potential to
support Swift BRT service within the next ten years if transit supportive land uses and transit
priority treatments are implemented.
z

Carefully design and implement services that will feed future Swift BRT services.

z

Work with Bothell and Mill Creek to ensure that development and pedestrian
connections focus on the SR-527 corridor.

z

Providing safe and convenient transfer connections at the intersection of Evergreen Way
and SR-526.

z

Providing ‘last mile’ transportation services in the Paine Field area, allowing people to
get from corridor

Current Conditions
This state route runs parallel and to the east of Interstate 5. The route connects the Silver Lake
neighborhood of south Everett with Mill Creek, the Designated Regional Growth Center of
Canyon Park, I-405 and downtown Bothell. Densities of population and employment are at least
5-10 per acre along most of the corridor and 10-25 per acre around Silver Lake, in Mill Creek
Town Center, Mays Pond, Thrasher’s Corner, Canyon Park and downtown Bothell.
SR-527 from Everett to 228th St has four travel lanes and a center turn lane with additional right
turn lanes at major intersections. South of 228th St the corridor narrows to two lanes as it enters
downtown Bothell. Designated bike lanes are present on the majority of the corridor from 110th
St in south Everett to 228th St in Bothell. A striped wide shoulder extends beyond 228th St into
downtown Bothell. SR-527 intersects a number of other important transit emphasis corridors at
I-5, 132nd St SE, 164th St SE, SR.
Paine Field/Boeing, a designated regional Manufacturing and Industrial Center (MIC),
represents the largest concentration of employment in Snohomish County. Mill Creek Town
Center, located mid-way along the corridor is an excellent example of pedestrian oriented,
mixed-use development supportive of transit market growth. Canyon Park is a private business
park and a designated regional center. While largely auto-oriented and relatively low density,
the area could be the focus of future Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures.
Downtown Bothell is the focus of a redevelopment plan that includes significant new density
with transit and pedestrian-friendly design. The University of Washington Bothell/Cascadia
College campus east of downtown Bothell is an existing transit trip generator anchoring bus
service in the corridor from Snohomish County.
The SR-526 / SR-527 corridor is well-connected, intersecting Swift BRT on Evergreen Way, I-5,
132nd St, 164th St, SR-524, I-405 at Canyon Park and SR-522 in downtown Bothell.

Likely Future Changes
z

Bothell believes that the downtown will continue to become more transit supportive
throughout the next thirty years. By 2035, the downtown will have the following:
–

250,000 square feet of new office space

–

450,000 square feet of new retail

–

2.700 new housing units
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z

These will all improve the city’s viability as a destination for Snohomish County
residents.

z

Bothell is considering the construction of a new transit center in the downtown, located
near the old city hall site. There may be additional Park & Ride capacity included as part
of this project.

z

Bothell anticipates that the SR-527 corridor will continue to gain market as new transit
oriented development occurs along the corridor. The city is attempting to focus
development along this corridor.

Issues
z

SR-527 operates through the cities of Bothell and Mill Creek, as well as unincorporated
Snohomish County. SR-526 operates through Everett. Land use actions that support
the implementation of this corridor will need to be coordinated with all three jurisdictions.

z

SR-526 is a limited access highway. Connections to and from Evergreen Way (Corridor
6) may prove difficult but will enhance the long-term viability of both corridors.

z

The Millcreek Town Center is zoned Planned Community Business (PCB), and requires
a pedestrian orientation. It is about three blocks from the SR-527 corridor. Transit
access to this area is an issue for Mill Creek.

z

Worksites are very dispersed in and around Paine Field. Providing effective commute
transportation may prove challenging.
Canyon Park is an auto-oriented business park. Low density and lack of sidewalks
make this a difficult area for transit to serve.
SR-527 south of 240th St is a narrow, winding two-lane road with adjacent steep slopes
and wetlands. Future high capacity transit on this segment would require careful
consideration of transit priority road improvements.

Recommendations
1. Based upon the amount of existing density and projected growth, the SR-527 Corridor
appears to have the potential to serve as a significant future transit corridor. To fully realize that
potential, Community Transit should focus on steps that will make transit services accessible to
people who live and work along the corridor.
2. The concept of ‘last mile’ services will be of critical importance along much of the SR-527
Corridor. Many worksites, especially around Paine Field and in Bothell, may not be within
convenient walking distance of the corridor. To reach the corridor’s full potential, Community
Transit and the local jurisdictions will need to jointly plan for strategies that allow riders to
conveniently traverse the distance from the corridor to their workplace. Specific accessibility
issues will likely arise in the following areas:
z

Working with the City of Bothell to ensure that downtown development and major new
construction focuses on the SR-527 corridor.

z

Ensuring that quality pedestrian access linking the SR-527 Corridor with Mill Creek Town
Center is provided.

z

Providing safe and convenient transfer connections at the intersection of Evergreen
Way and SR-526.
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z

Providing ‘last mile’ transportation services in the Paine Field area, allowing people to
get from corridor-based services to worksites in and around Boeing Everett, Paine Field
and Mukilteo.
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Corridor 9
Airport Road / 128 t h Street / 132 n d Street / Cathcart Way –
Paine Field to SR-9
Paine Field to Cathcart starting at SR-526 and Airport Road, continuing on Airport Road to 128th
Street, 132nd Street, 134th Place, and Cathcart, ending at SR-9

Length of Corridor

9.2
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
3

3

2005

2030

19,802
13,516
6,285
2,347
2

Per Mile

182,176
124,350
57,826
21,589

Entire
Corridor

54,243
7.7
20,003
2.9
10.6

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

36,765
5.2
10,257
1.5
6.7

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

307,582 33,433
216,748 23,560
90,834 9,873
35,079 3,813
3

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Less than 10%
Type of Service
Weekday Revenue Hours
7
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
12
7
4
Peak Vehicles Required
60,000
37,000
19,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
58,000
35,000
17,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Swift BRT
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
35+
20
10
Minimum Productivity
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
8
13
24
1%
15
25
49
2%
31
50
98
3%
46
76
146
5%
77
126
244
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations – While not served today, both census and
travel demand data suggest that the 128th Street Corridor has the potential to support Swift
BRT service by 2030. This needs to be validated by initiating and operating local services along
the length of the corridor.
•

Community Transit will need to consider how it can serve Everett Mall from this corridor.

•

Initiation of a park & ride lot at Cathcart and SR-9 will benefit this corridor.

•

It will be important to provide ‘last mile’ transportation services in the Paine Field area,
allowing people to get from corridor

Current Conditions
This corridor traverses a diverse cross section of the urban growth area in southwest
Snohomish County. Beginning in the west at SR-526 and the Paine Field Designated Regional
Manufacturing and Industrial Center the route trends southeast, crossing SR-99 before heading
east through an area of very high multifamily residential density and commercial development
along 128th St. Mariner Park & Ride is located on the south side of this section at 4th Ave West.
Approaching I-5, the corridor enters the 128th St Designated Urban Center, identified for highdensity mixed-use development by Snohomish County.
The northeast quadrant of the 128th St. / I-5 interchange is already redeveloping with high
concentrations of residential and commercial construction. East of I-5, the route veers four
blocks south, becoming 132nd St as it passes McCollum Park & Ride on the south. Another
significant concentration of commercial and residential development surrounds the intersection
of 132nd St with SR-527. This intersection also serves as a dual gateway to Mill Creek on the
south and Everett to the north. After passing through another growing commercial center at 35th
Ave SE, 132nd St becomes increasingly residential in nature, transitioning into the large
bedroom community of Silver Firs. The corridor finally transitions to the recently completed
Cathcart Way, entering an area of much lower density as it winds past a new high school site
before ending at the intersection with SR-9 in the unincorporated Cathcart / Clearview
community.
The corridor from Silver Firs west to Paine Field is comprised of at least two lanes of travel in
each direction with a center turn lane. From I-5, west to SR-526 the right lane in each direction
is designated for peak-period HOV (2+) travel only. Transit signal priority has also been installed
for the intersections in this segment. East of SR-527 the corridor has designated bike lanes in
both directions. Peak period travel in the corridor consists primarily of residents in the eastern
section commuting west to I-5 and/or the large employment center around Paine
Field/southwest Everett. While there are HOV facilities in the corridor, abundant free parking at
employment sites discourages development of a significant transit market. Increasing
congestion in the corridor may help to make the transit option more attractive to commuters.
The portion of this corridor under Snohomish County jurisdiction is included in Community
Transit’s “Curb The Congestion” transportation demand management campaign. Funded by
Snohomish County, the program markets commute options and provides incentives such as
subsidized bus passes for individuals who agree to try transit.
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Likely Future Changes
There are no plans by local jurisdictions to make changes to this corridor.

Issues
z

Airport Road provides little access to surrounding neighborhoods, which have low
densities.

z

As with the SR-527 Corridor, worksites are very dispersed in and around Paine Field.
Providing effective commute transportation may prove challenging.

z

Interchange/Transfers to Evergreen Way corridor must be carefully planned to make
them safe, convenient and comfortable.

Recommendations
1. The 128th Street Corridor has some of the most productions and highest densities of the
corridors considered. Paine Field and Boeing Everett appear to be significant commute
destinations and midday non-commute travel demand also appears to be very strong. Notably,
trip making within zones is very strong within this corridor. This means that Community Transit
will need to pay close attention to stop locations and access to local generators.
2. In this light, access to Everett Mall will become important. The corridor is close to, but does
not enter, the mall. Because the mall is a regional trip generator, transit patrons will request
convenient access. Community Transit will need to consider how that can be accomplished.
3. This will likely be the first service to take advantage of any new park & ride facilities near the
intersection of Cathcart and SR-9. It may be beneficial to coordinate their joint planning efforts.
4. As with the SR-527 Corridor, ‘last mile’ issues in and around Paine Field will assume large
importance. Community Transit needs to consider strategies that will allow customers to get
from the corridor based route to their ultimate destinations.
5. Transfer points with other north/south Swift BRT corridors require special focus and
attention. To bring these to the point where customers are comfortable with a transfer between
these lines may require special engineering solutions to keep buses as close to the straight line
of the corridor as possible, but create a safe walk environment between Swift corridors.
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Corridor 10
164 t h Street/196 t h Street
From Edmonds Ferry Dock, via 3rd and Caspers to 196th, then 28th, Alderwood Mall Parkway,
164th Mill Creek Road, Seattle Hill, 132nd, 134th, and Cathcart, ending at SR-9

17.3

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
4

4

2005

2030

13,184
7,521
5,663
914
10

Per Mile

228,084
130,112
97,972
15,806

Entire
Corridor

78,988
7.1
36,884
3.3
10.5

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

53,140
4.8
20,539
1.9
6.6

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

408,998 23,642
243,803 14,093
165,195 9,549
30,554 1,766
9

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
About 75%
Portion of Corridor Served
Local
Type of Service
98
Weekday Revenue Hours
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
23
13
7
Annual Revenue Hours
111,000
69,000
34,000
Increased Hours
82,000
40,000
5,000
Swift BRT
Planned 2030 Service Level
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
20
10
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
5
9
17
1%
11
17
35
2%
21
34
70
3%
32
52
104
5%
53
86
174
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

Summary of Findings and Recommendations – The 164th Street Corridor has the potential to
support Swift BRT service by 2030.
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z

Special attention will need to be given to transfer connections particularly at intersections
with other Swift corridors.

z

Work with Lynnwood to identify the best path for High Capacity Transit between 196th St
and 164th St.

z

The development of transit priority infrastructure is essential for this corridor’s success.

Current Conditions
This corridor begins at the Edmonds Ferry Dock, an area of substantial residential density.
Densities remain high, with high-density commercial and residential development along 196th St
in Lynnwood. Alderwood Mall Parkway, running across I-5 and along the east side of
Alderwood Mall, has been identified as the north-south link between 196th St and 164th St. 164th
St is a principal east-west arterial linking Mill Creek and SR-527 on the east with Lynnwood and
SR-99 on the west. Interstate 5 intersects the corridor at the Ash Way (164th St / I-5)
Designated Urban Center.
West of 80th Ave W, 196th St narrows to two lanes and an intermittent center turn lane. There
are significant hills with short sight-distance curves near the Lynnwood city limit. Through most
of Lynnwood the roadway is five lanes wide with sidewalks. Along 164th St. the roadway is
comprised of four lanes and an intermittent center turn lane from Ash Way to 44th Ave W. The
profile widens to seven lanes from Ash Way, over I-5 to Larch Way before narrowing to five
lanes again from Larch Way to SR-527. There are bike lanes from SR-527 to Meadow Road
and Ash Way to 22nd Ave W. Major Park & Rides are located at Ash Way and Swamp Creek
(SR-525 overcrossing).
The corridor is configured well for transit service with a dense mixture of residential and
commercial development immediately adjacent to the roadway. There is a complete pedestrian
network and bicycle lanes on a significant portion of the route.
The portion of this corridor under Snohomish County jurisdiction is included in Community
Transit’s “Curb The Congestion” transportation demand management campaign. Funded by
Snohomish County, the program markets commute options and provides incentives such as
subsidized bus passes for individuals who agree to try transit.

Likely Future Changes
z

196th Street has been identified as a key corridor in Lynnwood’s City Center Plan and is
slated for redevelopment with higher densities, a greater diversity of land uses,
pedestrian improvements, smaller block faces, consolidated driveway access, business
access and transit (BAT) lanes and managed parking. All of these would serve to
improve the market for transit and facilitate access for buses. Community Transit
operates considerable levels of local bus service on the Edmonds and Lynnwood
portions of the corridor (15 minute frequency between Edmonds and SR-99, 30 minutes
between SR-99 and Alderwood Mall Parkway).

z

The Edmonds Crossing Multi-Modal Ferry Terminal project will relocate the existing ferry
terminal and improve intermodal connections to rail and bus, with links to a new Sounder
commuter rail station and new bus facility. The project will also improve traffic circulation
in downtown Edmonds by eliminating at-grade railroad crossings. Funding is not assured
at this time.
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z

The old Safeway site, bounded by Main St. and Dayton St. in Edmonds will likely be
redeveloped into a major transit-oriented center.

z

Lynnwood plans for the construction of a regional transit center along 40th Avenue W
between I-5 and 194th Street. It is adjacent to the 196th St. Transit Emphasis Corridor.

Issues
z

This corridor is very close to Lynnwood’s City Center Redevelopment Area, which is
bounded by 48th Ave E., 194th St., and I-5. The best strategy for serving this area needs
to be carefully considered.

z

With completion of currently permitted development in the area, traffic volumes on 164th
Street are expected to exceed adopted level of service requirements in the section east
of I-5. There is sufficient bus service to help mitigate level of service issues but lack of a
priority HOV or BAT lane makes transit a less attractive option. Without a path to bypass
congestion, buses are limited to the same travel speeds as general purpose traffic. The
success of transportation demand management (TDM) measures and transit in
mitigating concurrency pressures will be largely dependent on availability of a priority
path for HOV vehicles.

z

Several jurisdictions have suggested that this corridor be extended along Seattle Hill
Road at least as far as 132nd Street.

z

The long length and varied character of this corridor highlights the potential for phasing
of high capacity transit. An early implementation of Swift BRT might connect SR-99 at
196th St with Mill Creek Town Center at 164th St, serving approximately seven miles of
the 17 mile corridor. Future phases could extend to eventual terminals at Edmonds
Ferry and Cathcart. Phasing details would depend upon the pace of infrastructure
investment, land use changes and availability of operational funding.

Recommendations
1. The 164th Street Corridor provides significant densities but trip generations are relatively low,
especially commute trip generations. This does not mean the corridor is not congested, only
that significant productions that use 164th and 196th are going to other parts of the region.
Accordingly, when developed as a transit corridor special attention will need to be given to
transfer connections, both to other BRT routes (at SR-99 and potentially SR-527) and to the
network of commuter bus services (primarily at Lynnwood Transit Center and Ash Way Park &
Ride).
2. Community Transit should continue to coordinate with Snohomish County, Lynnwood and
Mill Creek on near-term TDM programs such as “Curb The Congestion” that improve transit
mode share and help build the long-term transit market. Snohomish County funds this program
out of TDM developer impact fees. Expanding this model to other jurisdictions would allow a
broader scope and long-term sustainability for the TDM program.
3. Community Transit should work with Lynnwood to identify the best path for High Capacity
Transit between 196th St and 164th St.
4. Success of both 196th St and 164th St as HCT corridors depends largely on the development
of transit priority infrastructure. This is particularly important given the 17 mile length of the
overall corridor and the challenge of maintaining transit speed and reliability. While Community
Transit cannot fund or build this infrastructure, the agency should continue to work with
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Lynnwood, Mill Creek, Snohomish County and WSDOT to secure investment in bus lanes,
signal technology and other transit priority elements.
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Corridor 11
196 t h Street – Lynnwood to State Route 9
Lynnwood Transit Center to Maltby Road at SR-9, via 44th Avenue, 196thStreet, Filbert, and
Maltby to SR-9

10.7

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
5

5

2005

2030

23,768
14,343
9,425
1,813
1

Per Mile

254,314
153,468
100,846
19,397

Entire
Corridor

40,207
6.9
20,239
3.5
10.3

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

24,039
4.1
12,667
2.2
6.3

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

409,863 38,305
257,893 24,102
151,970 14,203
31,656 2,959
1

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Less than 10%
Type of Service
Weekday Revenue Hours
13
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
14
8
4
Peak Vehicles Required
68,000
42,000
19,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
64,000
38,000
15,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Arterial Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
35+
20
10
Minimum Productivity
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
9
15
33
1%
18
30
65
2%
36
59
130
3%
54
89
195
5%
90
148
325
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

Summary of Findings and Recommendations – This corridor should be ready for arterial
service by 2030.
z

The corridor should be expanded gradually, first focusing on the section between
Lynnwood and SR-527, continuing to expand services east at a later time.

z

Connections to/from Alderwood Mall will be an important determinant of the route’s
eventual success.
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Current Conditions
The 196th to Maltby Road corridor represents an important east-west transportation link
extending across south Snohomish County from Lynnwood to SR-9. The route changes
substantially in character as it moves from rural, largely undeveloped land in the Maltby area
through medium density and rapidly growing areas around Thrashers Corner (SR-527) and
high-density commercial and residential development along 196th St in Lynnwood.
While productions along this general corridor are very large, they do not necessarily utilize the
streets outlined in this section. Both Interstate-5 and I-405 tend to absorb much of the auto
travel demand that would otherwise fall into city streets. Existing local transit services, while
circuitous, are not strong performers.

Likely Future Changes
z

The City of Bothell is currently improving the ¾ mile section between SR-527 and the
west city limit to five lanes with bike lanes and sidewalks.

z

196th Street has been identified as a key corridor in Lynnwood’s City Center Plan and is
slated for redevelopment with higher densities, a greater diversity of land uses,
pedestrian improvements, smaller block faces, consolidated driveway access, and
managed parking. All of these would serve to improve the market for transit and facilitate
access for buses. Community Transit operates considerable levels of local bus service
on the Edmonds and Lynnwood portions of the corridor (15 minute frequency between
Edmonds and SR-99, 30 minutes between SR-99 and Alderwood Mall Parkway).

z

Lynnwood plans for the construction of a regional transit center along 40th Avenue W
between I-5 and 194th Street. It is adjacent to the 196th St. Transit Emphasis Corridor.

Issues
z

This corridor is very close to Lynnwood’s City Center Redevelopment Area, which is
bounded by 48th Ave E., 194th St., and I-5. The best strategy for serving this area needs
to be carefully considered.

z

Defining the relationship of this corridor to the west half of 196th St and 164th St will be a
key question for future south County HCT network development. For the present, it is
assumed that this portion (east section, Lynwood to SR-9) will develop on a longer time
line than the combined 196th (west) / 164th St corridor.

Recommendations
1. Despite strong travel demand along this general corridor, it does not appear that travel
patterns are not yet focused enough to support successful BRT services. Much of the area
adjacent to Filbert and Maltby roads is given over to moderate density residential development
that lacks good access or transit orientation. Farther east, much of the corridor is undeveloped.
As with the North Broadway Corridor, Community Transit may find that the corridor should be
expanded gradually, first focusing on the section between Lynnwood and SR-527, continuing to
expand services east at a later time. As service levels increase, connections to/from Alderwood
Mall will be an important determinant of the route’s eventual success.
2. The provision of convenient transfer connections to other Community Transit services,
especially Swift BRT routes, will build future travel demand along this corridor.
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Corridor 12
State Route 528 / State Route 9 – Marysville to Lake
Stevens
SR-528 starting at State Avenue, continuing on SR-9 to 20th St.
8.5

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
12

12

2005

2030

13,351
9,275
4,076
693
9

Per Mile

113,481
78,838
34,643
5,891

Entire
Corridor

31,651
5.5
6,678
1.2
6.6

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

18,261
3.1
4,214
0.7
3.9

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

187,184 22,022
126,767 14,914
60,417 7,108
9,956 1,171
10

Summary of Findings and
Recommendations – This corridor will only
support local service during the coming 20
years.
z

It has the potential to support transitoriented development projects in both
Marysville and Lake Stevens.

z

Connections to regional commute
services in Marysville will be important.

Current Conditions
This east-west corridor, linking Marysville with
Lake Stevens, from Interstate 5 along SR-528,
and then along SR-9 to the ultimate location of
park & ride facilities near the intersection of SR9 with 20th Street East. In downtown Marysville,
densities of population and employment are
between 10 and 25 persons and jobs per acre.

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Entire Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Local
Type of Service
10
Weekday Revenue Hours
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
11
7
4
Annual Revenue Hours
54,000
37,000
19,000
Increased Hours
51,000
34,000
16,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Local Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
20
10
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
5
8
15
1%
10
15
30
2%
21
31
59
3%
31
46
89
5%
52
77
148
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split
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Development is older, smaller in scale and pedestrian oriented with businesses located close to
the roadway and smaller parking lots beside or in back of buildings. A secondary commercial
center has developed east of downtown as the corridor (now 64th St NE) intersects 67th Ave
NE. A high-volume retail center is planned at the corridor’s intersection with SR-9 and multifamily residential development is planned on the south side of this intersection.
SR-528 has two lanes in each direction from I-5 to 47th Ave. Narrowing to one lane in each
direction from 47th Ave to 55th Dr., The corridor changes to one lane westbound and two lanes
eastbound from 55th Dr. to 67th Ave. There are two lanes in each direction from 67th Ave to
83rd Ave. Between 83rd Ave. and SR-9 the corridor returns to one lane in each direction. With
the exception of the interchange with SR-204, SR-9 is entirely 2-lane roadway.
All but the eastern ½ mile of SR-528 have sidewalks and good pedestrian access. There are
designated bike lanes or a wide shoulder from SR-9 to 67th Ave. The shoulder is too narrow for
bikes between 67th Ave and 53rd Dr. Bike lanes resume between 53rd Dr. and downtown
Marysville. As the corridor enters the older downtown area, shoulders disappear and the
roadway is again too narrow for bicycle travel outside of the general purpose traffic lane.
With the established Marysville downtown and two developing activity centers as well as
providing connectivity between Interstate 5 and SR 9, the SR 528 corridor is well-positioned for
future growth and development that can be supported by transit.

Likely Future Changes
Marysville is working with Community Transit to improve transit services within the City and to
site and construct a new Park & Ride facility at Grove and Cedar.

Issues
None noted

Recommendations
1. This corridor has the potential to support transit-oriented development projects in both
Marysville and Lake Stevens. It will also support the eventual initiation of public transportation
services along the length of SR-9. More than most corridors, SR-528 will facilitate general
transportation much more than commute travel. Still, connections to regional commute services
in Marysville will be an important component of the corridor’s eventual success. Community
Transit should design any corridor-based services so they coordinate effectively with regional
services.
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Corridor 13
228 t h Street – Edmonds to Bothell
Edmonds to Bothell, from Edmonds Ferry Terminal to Edmonds Way, 244th Street, 48th Ave,
228th Street, Brier Road, 216th/Vine Road, Locust, 228th Street, 35th Ave, continuing to
downtown Bothell

12.3

Length of Corridor

Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
6

11

2005

2030

12,976
9,088
3,888
938
11

Per Mile

159,606
111,783
47,823
11,535

Entire
Corridor

52,567
6.2
16,812
2.0
8.2

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

39,713
4.7
12,035
1.4
6.1

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

262,820 21,367
189,986 15,446
72,834 5,921
17,671 1,437
11

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
About 30%
Type of Service
Local - Much None
Weekday Revenue Hours
17
Comments
Only Edmonds part served
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
16
9
5
Peak Vehicles Required
78,000
48,000
25,000
Annual Revenue Hours
Increased Hours
73,000
43,000
20,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Local Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
35+
20
10
Minimum Productivity
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
5
8
16
1%
10
16
32
2%
20
33
64
3%
30
49
96
5%
50
82
160
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

Summary of Findings and Recommendations – The current street network is not consistent
with the operation of Swift BRT or Arterial services. Until a consistent travel way, constructed to
arterial street standards, is complete the highest possible level of service is operation of a local
route. Given the significant travel demands projected for this corridor, it is important that future
street improvements are designed to accommodate higher level transit service.

Current Conditions
This east-west corridor links the communities of Bothell, Brier, Mountlake Terrace and Edmonds
in southwest Snohomish County. The route is identified as an important future corridor with a
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number of present-day challenges associated with connectivity between 228th St and 236th St
east of Brier and between 228th St and SR-99 in Edmonds.
Existing densities are highly variable along the route with 10-25 persons and jobs per acre along
SR-99, in downtown Mountlake Terrace and in the vicinity of SR-527. Much lower residential
densities prevail in the eastern reaches of the route beyond Bothell and in the central portion
through Brier.
The route profile varies from one lane in each direction to as many as five lanes plus bicycle
lanes (in Bothell). Pedestrian and bicycle facilities also vary substantially from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction along the corridor. Mountlake Terrace has identified 56th Ave W and its intersection
with 236th St as a priority for pedestrian and transit-friendly high density development with a mix
of uses (Mountlake Terrace Town Center Planned Action DEIS). The importance of this corridor
as an east-west link will continue to develop as Community Transit implements Swift Bus Rapid
Transit on SR-99 in 2009 and with eventual construction of a regional LINK light rail station at
Mountlake Terrace Park & Ride.

Likely Future Changes
z

A major transit oriented development is planned at the intersection of SR-99 and 76th
Ave.

z

Brier does not anticipate significant densification along 228th Street.

z

Mountlake Terrace plans for significant new development in the vicinity of 220th St. and
66th Avenue W. This area is somewhat removed from the corridor.

z

The Mountlake Terrace Town Center Plan suggests that significant future development
will occur near the intersection of 56th Ave. W and 236th St. SW.

z

Areas just east of the Mountlake Terrace Park & Ride have been upzoned .

Issues
z

The gap on 228th Street, just east of the Brier city limits, between 24th Avenue and
Locust Way is likely permanent, at least through the intermediate term. This will
necessitate that any corridor-based service employ Atlas Road, a facility that is not built
to arterial standards.

z

The preliminary transit emphasis corridor ends at the intersection of 228th St. and SR-99.
The corridor could be extended along 75th Avenue West, creating an ‘L’ shaped corridor,
or could continue west along 228th and Edmonds Way.

z

While Sound Transit has committed to locating the Mountlake Terrace Link Light Rail
Station at the Park & Ride lot, the exact alignment for the tracks has not yet been
determined.

z

Sidewalk improvements are still needed along 236th St. SW in Mountlake Terrace.

Recommendations
1. The current street network through Brier is not consistent with the operation of high capacity
transit services. Full implementation of this corridor will not be possible until roadway
improvements are completed.
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Corridor 14
35 t h Avenue – Bothell to SE 100 t h Street
35th Avenue –19th Ave SE & 100th St (Providence Medical) to Bothell – From 19th Ave, operate
100th, 35th Ave to downtown Bothell via the Bothell Connector project.
Length of Corridor

10.2
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
8

9

2005

2030

16,007
9,231
6,776
1,255
7

Per Mile

163,273
94,154
69,119
12,803

Entire
Corridor

47,895
6.5
15,702
2.1
8.7

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

30,705
4.2
10,621
1.4
5.6

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

268,879 26,361
160,132 15,699
108,747 10,661
20,901 2,049
7

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Entire Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Type of Service
0
Weekday Revenue Hours
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
14
8
4
Annual Revenue Hours
65,000
42,000
19,000
Increased Hours
65,000
42,000
19,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Local Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
20
10
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
6
10
21
1%
12
19
43
2%
25
39
85
3%
37
58
128
5%
62
97
213
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations – Because significant portions of the corridor
remain undeveloped, this corridor will likely only support local services throughout the next 20
years. 35th Ave will remain a lower priority for transit investment while service levels are
building on SR-527.
z

Community Transit should work with Bothell and King County Metro to identify a routing
through Northern King County that links 35th Avenue with Downtown Bothell.

z

At its northern end, the corridor needs to be integrated with activity generators and
transit services.

Current Conditions
This corridor was included at the request of several cities. At its southern end, 35th Avenue
traverses large lot suburban neighborhoods north of Bothell. Much of it is still undeveloped.
North of 164th St SE, the corridor serves several moderate density residential neighborhoods,
still punctuated by undeveloped tracts. Continuing along 100th Street, the corridor ends at an
area of big box retail development, across Interstate-5 from Everett Mall

Likely Future Changes
•

No street improvements are included in jurisdictions’ plans, however, Bothell and Mill
Creek both suggest that residential development will continue along this corridor.

Issues
•

There is no clear southern terminus to this corridor after it crosses into King County. It
crosses into a neighborhood dominated by light industrial and warehouse functions with
no clear travel route or ending location. Completion of the Bothell Connector project
could bring transit service from this corridor into downtown Bothell.

•

At its northern end, the corridor ends just across the freeway from Everett Mall. There is
no easy way for buses or pedestrians to reach that facility and this end point has no
connections to other planned Community Transit services. While the big box retail
outlets that are located near 100th Street at 19th Avenue have some market draw, they
are probably not sufficient to support a BRT service.

Recommendations
1. Over time, 35th Avenue has the potential to become a strong corridor that, along with SR-9,
will anchor the eastern side of Community Transit’s core service area. Because significant
portions of the corridor remain undeveloped, this corridor has the potential to develop in a truly
transit supportive manner.
2. Both the northern and southern termini need to be more clearly identified. Community
Transit should work with Bothell and King County Metro to identify a routing through Northern
King County that links 35th Avenue with Downtown Bothell. At its northern end, the 35th Avenue
Corridor has the potential to link businesses along 19th Avenue with other parts of Everett. How
this is accomplished will require coordination with the city and Everett Transit.
3. It is possible that this corridor could eventually provide local transit service complementing
Swift BRT running on SR-527 to the west. In keeping with the strategy of focusing on major
corridors, 35th Ave will remain a lower priority for transit investment while service levels are
building on SR-527.
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Corridor 15
20 t h Street Southeast – Everett to Lake Stevens
From Lundeen Park Way, south on SR-9, to 20th Street, US-2, onto Hewett Ave, Wetmore, and
Pacific, ending at Everett Station
Length of Corridor

4.9
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
11

8

2005

2030

13,797
10,458
3,339
916
8

Per Mile

67,605
51,242
16,363
4,488

Entire
Corridor

15,681
4.4
15,247
4.3
8.7

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

9,234
2.6
7,697
2.2
4.8

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

123,981 25,302
94,332 19,251
29,649 6,051
8,028 1,638
8

Summary of Findings and
Recommendations – By integrating
services along US-2 (Corridor 3) with park
& ride oriented services from SR-9, begin
Arterial service linking Lake Stevens with
Everett.
z

The success of this service will
depend upon the operation of park &
ride at its eastern terminus.

z

Coordinate with other services at the
Everett Station.

z

Community Transit should continue
to advocate that any US-2 Trestle
improvements include transit priority
measures.

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Entire Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
Local/Commuter
Type of Service
15
Weekday Revenue Hours
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
7
4
2
Annual Revenue Hours
34,000
21,000
9,000
Increased Hours
29,000
16,000
4,000
Arterial Service
Planned 2030 Service Level
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Minimum Productivity
35+
20
10
0.5%
5
9
20
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5%
5
9
20
1%
11
18
39
2%
22
36
79
3%
32
54
118
5%
54
89
197
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

Current Conditions
This rapidly developing corridor provides an important east-west connection between SR 9 and
the US Hwy 2 trestle to Everett. While the corridor is presently characterized by low-density
single family housing and undeveloped land, there are a large number of higher-density
residential developments currently in the development review process for this area.
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Likely Future Changes
z

Snohomish County is currently widening the roadway to 4 lanes with bike lanes and
sidewalks between US Hwy 2 and Cavalero Road, and 5 lanes with bike lanes and
sidewalks between Cavalero Road and 91st Ave SE.

z

The widening plans call for a westbound HOV lane between 91st Ave SE and the US
Hwy 2 trestle.

z

A proposed rezone from residential to commercial for a 50 acre parcel in the vicinity of
SR-9 and 20th St. SE is moving forward.

z

Lake Stevens is in process to annex this corridor from Snohomish County in 2010.

z

WSDOT is beginning a route development planning effort for the segment of US 2
between Snohomish and Everett, including the trestle. A key focus of this effort is likely
to be preservation and enhancement of the westbound lanes in a limited funding
environment. Transit priority treatment or active traffic management could be an
element of this plan.

Issues
z

This corridor is currently in-arrears of adopted level of service standards and has been
subject to a development moratorium since 2001. Along with capacity improvements,
transit service and TDM measures will be relied upon to maintain an acceptable level of
service on the facility. Provision of HOV facilities will be important to the success of
transit in maintaining future concurrency.

z

Community Transit is currently working with the City of Lake Stevens and Snohomish
County to identify a potential new park & ride site that will anchor this route’s eastern
end and also serve the SR-9 transit market. This is a necessary precondition for the
operation of high capacity transit along this corridor.

z

Lack of peak-period HOV facilities on the US 2 Trestle is a key constraint for this
corridor. Speed and reliability gains resulting from improvements on 20th St east of US-2
are lost when westbound AM peak traffic encounters congestion on the Trestle.

Recommendations
1. More than any other corridor, 20th Street will depend upon the operation of park & ride at its
eastern terminus. It will also depend upon fast and reliable transfers to regional and local
distributor services when it reaches Everett Station.
2. Recognizing that the current trestle will make transit priority treatments very difficult, buses
will likely experience significant congestion and traffic delay. It also means that transit will offer
few travel time savings compared to auto travel. These factors pose significant challenges to
the successful operation of high capacity transit in the 20th Street corridor. Community Transit
should continue to advocate for US-2 Trestle improvements that include transit priority
measures.
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Corridor 16
SR-531 (172 n d Street) – Smokey Point to Arlington
172nd Street from Smokey Point to 67th Avenue then 67th to Hazel Street, and Hazel to Division
Street.
Length of Corridor

4.8
Per Acre

Entire
Corridor

Entire
Corridor
14

14

2005

2030

10,161
8,862
1,299
773
13

Per Mile

48,775
42,539
6,236
3,712

Entire
Corridor

9,340
2.4
6,396
1.6
4.0

Per Mile

Total Productions
Internal Productions
External Productions
Home Based Work
Total Productions
Rank Among Corridors

6,014
1.5
3,281
0.8
2.4

Entire
Corridor

Population
Employment
Combined Density
Density Rank Among
Corridors

2030
Per Acre

2005

89,639 18,675
78,355 16,324
11,284 2,351
6,892 1,436
12

Summary of Findings and Recommendations
– Despite significant planned population growth,
this corridor will only support local service over
the next 20 years.
z

It may be appropriate to extend this
corridor across Interstate 5 to the
Lakewood Triangle area.

z

Community Transit and local jurisdictions
should continue to plan for transit
oriented development patterns and transit
priority treatments that will combine to
support higher level transit services.

Current Conditions

Current Services Operating in the Corridor
Portion of Corridor Served
About 75%
Type of Service
Local/Suburban
Weekday Revenue Hours
16
Comments
2030 Service Projection
Alternative Levels of Service
BRT
Arterial
Local
Peak Vehicles Required
7
4
2
Annual Revenue Hours
34,000
21,000
9,000
Increased Hours
29,000
16,000
4,000
Planned 2030 Service Level
Local Service
Pass. per Rev Hour for Different Mode Splits
BRT
Arterial
Local
Productiviity Guideline (Pass/Hour)
35+
20+
10+
Likely Productivity by Mode Split
0.5% Mode Split
4
6
14
1% Mode Split
8
13
28
2% Mode Split
16
26
57
3% Mode Split
23
39
85
5% Mode Split
39
65
142
Legend:
2030 Target Service Level & Mode Split

The SR 531 / 172nd St NE corridor includes
portions of Arlington and Marysville as it connects SR 9 on the east with I-5 and Smokey Point
on the west. The route traverses three distinct land use zones. Through Smokey Point the route
is commercial, with a mix of neighborhood businesses, regional and big-box retail development.
Traveling around the Arlington Airport it assumes an industrial character. When it reaches
downtown Arlington it passes through a mix of residential and business development.
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The corridor is an important commute route bringing residents from both east and west to
Interstate 5. Densities of 10-25 persons and jobs per acre characterize the Smokey Point area.
Industrial development around Arlington Airport is very low density with fewer than 2.5 jobs and
persons per acre.
The corridor maintains a wide five to six lane profile from I-5 east to 40th Ave before narrowing
to two lanes as it traverses the industrial area around Arlington Airport. 67th Avenue is four
lanes until 191st Street Pl and then is generally two lanes with a center left turn lane.

Likely Future Changes
z

A hotel is being planned along 172nd St. A land use permit, but not building permit, has
been issued.

z

Mixed use residential/commercial is being planned for the area near 172nd St and 67th
Ave.

z

Arlington has just completed a re-vitalization of their downtown streetscape with
improved pedestrian amenities.

Issues
z

Arlington has expressed concern about the amount of traffic along SR-531 (172nd St.).
They anticipate that business development will continue along this corridor and that
existing transit services are not sufficient to meet demand.

z

The Lakewood Triangle, which is bounded by 172nd St. NE, I-5, and the Santa Fe
railroad tracks, is just across the freeway from this corridor. Significant new construction
is planned by Marysville for this area. Much of the existing and proposed development
is not within easy walking distance. If the area develops as planned, it may be
appropriate to extend the corridor.

Recommendations
1. As development continues, it may be appropriate to extend this corridor across Interstate 5
to the Lakewood Triangle area. Alternatively, services operating along 172nd Street may
continue on the North Broadway Corridor, which is likely to support high capacity transit before it
becomes feasible along the 172nd Street Corridor.
2. Travel demand forecasts suggest that, over the next twenty years, there will be a significant
increase in travel demand out of the Arlington area. The nature of development underlying
these increases will significantly affect the market potential of future transit services in the area.
Given the dispersed development patterns already in place, park & ride operations will likely
account for a significant portion of the future rider population. Community Transit and local
jurisdictions will need to plan accordingly. The more that growth can be accommodated in high
density mixed use developments adjacent to the corridor, the higher is the likelihood of more
intense deployment of transit in the corridor.
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5. Local Service Network
While the network of transit emphasis corridors will constitute the core of future Community
Transit services, local services will continue to play a key role. Future local routes will serve
three general roles.
1. Provide lifeline service in communities that do not have the densities (along with other
factors) to support a higher level of service. Most of these will be on the fringes of the
service area but may also be low-density neighborhoods in the core of the service area.
2. Provide feeder services, either to Sound Transit services or to higher-level Community
Transit routes.
3. Provide services that support higher level services in highly transit-supportive
neighborhoods, reducing access distances to transit stops while supporting BRT and arterial
routes operating on parallel streets. These local routes will bring the spacing between routes
operating in such neighborhoods down to about ½ mile.
Local routes will be designed to coordinate with higher level services whenever possible. This
will be especially important for services that feed regional commuter express routes, Swift BRT
corridors, commuter rail, or light rail routes. At the same time, every effort will be made to
coordinate schedules with employer shift times and school class times.
Initially, local routes will operate along many of the transit emphasis corridors. These local
services will gradually transition into arterial routes as justified by patronage and community
development practices. Routes will be adjusted to operate along the corridor, eliminating offdirection travel when possible. Service frequencies and hours of operation will also be
improved to match increasing patronage. At the same time, Community Transit will coordinate
with local jurisdictions to facilitate coordination between transit improvements, community
development practices, and transit priority treatments that will facilitate the ultimate
implementation of BRT services.
The following sections summarize the likely changes to the other parts of Community Transit’s
service network as the system responds to the various market forces that are shaping
Snohomish County.

Community Based Services Network
Two different types of community based service are identified in the system performance
guidelines - local routes and suburban/rural routes. Both will provide neighborhood access in
areas that are not conveniently served by transit emphasis corridors. In other ways, their focus
will be different. The basic purpose of suburban/rural routes is providing mobility, especially for
individuals without transportation options. Generally, the number of neighborhoods served
receives greater emphasis than frequency when suburban/rural routes are designed
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Three factors will be considered when evaluating proposed suburban/rural routes:
1. The presence of significant concentrations of low income individuals, persons with
disabilities, and elderly persons .
2. Alternative transportation options including nearby transit emphasis corridors or other
public transportation services, whether operated by Community Transit or another
service provider.
3. The funding capabilities of both Community Transit and its partner jurisdictions.

Local routes operate inside the PTBA, providing services that supplement Swift BRT and
Arterial routes. They are designed to link neighborhoods that have the ability to support
productive transit services with higher-level transportation services.
Several small, dense, and productive route segments don’t rise to the level of a transit
emphasis corridor but do provide critical local links. Two examples are 220th St SW in
Mountlake Terrace and 44th Ave W in Lynnwood and Mountlake Terrace. Each has significant
density today and supports existing transit. These are examples of areas that will receive
priority for Local services that feed light rail and Swift BRT routes.
Figure 14 identifies areas that are appropriately served by community based services. While
identifying several routings that may be appropriate for suburban/rural routes, specific routings
for local routes will depend upon future planning efforts. An area in the southwest part of
Snohomish County where local routes are likely to prove most appropriate for the operation of
local routes that feed Link Light Rail and Swift BRT routes. Local routes will often be used to
provide access to regional services. It will be important to match schedules and hours of
operation whenever possible. Projected ridership and productivity are the most significant
factors when evaluating proposed local routes. In addition, local routes may be created as a
way of serving productive sections of current routes that lie outside a transit emphasis corridor
when that route is converted to Swift BRT or arterial services.
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Figure 14 - Suburban/Rural Service Corridors

Coordination with Sound Transit Services
Local routes are especially appropriate ways of transporting people to regional transit facilities
where they can connect with regional transit services. By using local services to feed regional
services the cost of new park and ride facilities can be reduced and significant air quality
improvements from reductions in the number of cold starts will result.
As Sound Transit details its plans for future regional services Community Transit will need to
design and schedule feeder routes that provide reliable connections to the regional routes.
While a great deal of attention will be turned on connections to/from Link light rail in Mountlake
Terrace and Lynnwood, the connections to Sounder commuter rail and Sound Transit’s express
bus services will also be important.
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